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UNITED STATES OF MIERICA

NUCLEAR REGUIATMY COMMISSION

. __. --

*

In the matter oft :

DUKE POWER COMPANY :
. 3

(Amendment to Materials License : Docket No.70-2623
SNM-1773 for Oconec Nuclear Station :
Spent Fuel T2.ansportation and Storago e-

at McGuire Nuclear Station) :
- :

_ .._ . --- . _ -

Board Roc::3, Fourth Floor,
Meckhnburg County

Administration Building,
720 East Fourth Street,
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Priday, 29 June 1979.

The hearing in the above-entitlod mattar was

reconvened, pursuant to adjournment, at 8:30 a.no

BEFORE:

MARSHALL E. MILLER, Esq., Chairman,
Atcmic Safety and Licensing Board.

DR. EK4ETH A. LUEBKE, Member.

DR CADET H. HAND, Member.
,
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#0 :.; jil;)11200 Seventeenth Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C. Sh st

@ WILLIAM LARRY PORT 2R, Esq.,
Associate General Councel,
Duka Power Ccapany, n9 7 ,i iJjCharlotte, Marth Carolina. ,UL
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wb On behalf of the Regulatory Staff:

EDWARD J. KETCHEN, Esq.,
RICHARD K. HOEFLING, Esq.,
JM!ES R. TOUItTELLOTTE, Esq.,

Office of the Executiva Lagal Director,
United States Nuclear Regulatcry Comminaion,
Washington, D. C. 20S55.

On behalf of the Stata of South Carolina*

RICHARD P. WILSOU, Esq.,
Assistant Attorney General,

*

Office of the Attorney Ganeral,
State of South Carolina,
2000 Bull Street,
Columbia, South Carolina 29201.

On behalf of Intervenor Carolina Environmental Study
Group

SMTIRY BLUM, Esq. ,
Blum & Sheely,
730 East Trade Streat,
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202.

On behalf of Intervonor Natural Resources Defense
Council:

ANTHONT 3. ROISMAN, Ecq.,
Natural Resources Defense Council,
197 - 15th Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
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CHAIRMA'? 84 ILLER: The evidentiary hearina vill

be in session.

Whereucon,

JOHN P R1BERTS,
4

To JERRELL CARTER, JRo,

- DARREL A. NASH,

R. DA'iIEL GLE?RI,

and

BW S. SPITALMY

resumed the stand on behalf of the NRC Reculatorv Staff and,

having been previously duly sworn, were exanined and testified

further as follows:

CIIAIRMA'T " ILLER: "ro Roisman, I believe vou were

cross-examining the panel when we left off vesterdav.

MR. ROIS"#T: Yos, ".r., Chairmano

CROSS-EXAMI'1ATION (Continued)

BY HR. ROISMA'!:

O We were lookinc at document 19-B, Mr., Glenn, ven
,

were here when the testimony was civen vesterdav with regard
.

to document 19-B, were you not?

A (iiitness Glenn) Yes,

Q I had asked Mr Spitalnv the reason for the

chanco in the lancuace that annears on nana 7, the sentence

which had had the nhrase "exnense alreadv incurred hv Duke,"

" *
P90~syw %ni
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eb2 which was changed to " options available to DPC as a result

kh of..."

Do you agree with the reason that the statement

was changed?

A Yes, I do,

a

O Now directing your attention to page 8, the

bottom of the second full paragranh, the sentence:-

"The basins at Catawba have been speci-

fically designed with excess cacacity to allow

for the storage of this fuel."

Can you tell me why was that sentence taken out?

Let me withdraw that for a moment and ask you

a preliminary question.

Are you responsible for it being Mhen out?

A No, I'm not.

O Mere you consulted?

A We discussed it briefly, but at that time no

decision was made whether it was going to be taken out or

not.
,

In that discussion that Mr. Spitalnv and I had,

'

we discussed it and it was my recollection at that time that

our preliminary decision was to leave it in.

O So the ultimate decision to take it out was not

your decision at all?

A No, it was not.

402 0;5
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eb3 Q Was it your decision, Mr, snitalnv?

A (Witness Spit 31ny) Uhat had taken place,

Mr. Glenn and I had discussed what we waro goino to do with

that particular sentence, and I left it with him that I would

discuss it with Mr. Katchen as to what we were going to do
.

with it.

~ We then decided it was si:: of one, half a dozen

of the other, as to the impact of whether the statement was

in or not. And it was just mutual agreenent there wasn't

any hard facts as to a specific reason we should take it out.

O Did you take it out because it wasn't correct?

A as. .

O Mhy did you take it out?

A It aas my t'.'.derstanding, looking back when I

was doing the evaluation, it was my understanding that that

was the intention, that CC cwha was snecifically designed

with excess capacity to allow for #oreign storage.

My reason for taking it out is simply because of

. the fact that I am not on tcp of what all rnanacrement decisions

at Luke are, and I didn't want to misstate something if
.

indcod it wasn't a true fact. It was my undarstanding but I

didn't think that leaving in a statement that came cut and

said it was specifically done for a certain aspect if indead

it was a nanagement decisien that may have encountered a

@ l
/w% cn. Q %ntraber of things. nM
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eb4 O Do you remember signing an affidavit dated Mav

lith, 1979, entitled " Affidavit of Brett S. Soitalnv and R.

Daniel Glena," which was attached to the Staff's ifotion for

Summary Disposition in this case with regard to NRDC Contentions

3c and 3d, which contained the identical sentence on riage 8

*
thereof? Do you remenber that?

,
A Yes.

O Why did you feel that you could confidently

swear to its accuracy then and yor. couldn't confidently swear

to it now?

A I could swear to the accuracy of what I felt

about that statement, and I still can. The reason that any

of the testimony has changed between the dav this was ore-

filed and today is because of the manner in which arnumenta-

tive and conclusory statements have been stricken frca the

testimony.

It was only I rause of that that we went through

and struck any sentences. It's not to sav that I may now

believe that the sentences that are struck are inaccurate er
_

incorrect; it's only the form of the sentence.

Q You mean you consider that the sentence reached

a conclusion and therefore was not anorocriate? I assume

this was not because it was argumentative.

A Where are you referrin<T to?

O I'm sorrv, the thT6htt>the bottem of the
M.Q;.v. s ; p n.,%~e-yy

.

iQ 1 ;',

U WL (Q; ' A I01f '-402
~.
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eb5 second full paragraph on page 8 of Staft Exhibit 19-3.

'

A Would you rephrace what vou're ac::ing about that?

O You indicated that the only reaecn for which

testimony was changed was either because it was conclusory

or argumsntative, and new I'm asking you which uns the reason
~

that was applicable to this, becaisse it was conclusorv or

, because it was ngumnn'ative?

MR. KETCHENs Objection.

CEAIRMAN MILLER: Overruled.

WITNESS SPITAI2TI: I don't want to limit myself

to those two terms: conclusory or araumentative.,

CHAIRMAN MTTT.nn Actually, Mr. Soitalny,'you

have not answefed directly the question that has been asked

two or three times. Why was t'dat chance made? Whatever tne

reason, let's just get it out and get it over with.

WITNESS SPITALITI: The reasonI thought I had

stated was because I can't make a statesnent that the manace-

ment decision, whenever it was made to expand the cools at

_

Catauba, was made for that specific purpose as a management

decision at that time.

CHAIR'1AN MILIER: You say you can't er you can?

WITNESS SPITALNY: I cannot.

CHAI1' TAN MITJ2R: You cannot,

And yet twice, once in the form of a cuern

h affidavit and another in the preflied direct testimony, von

402 018
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eb6 did make the specific statement. Now wasn't that based on

something?

WITNESS SPITAT2IY: It was based on my knowledge

and what I understood it to be.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That was your best belief at
.

the time that you made it, and it's your best belief now?

- Is that correct?

WITNESS SPITALNY: That's correct, it's true.

I .itill believe it's true.
|

I'mjustsayingmyreasonfortakingitoutisf
not saying it's inaccurate; it was only taken cut because T

thought I would then get pointed at and say "Hcw do you know

what Duke's management decision was?"

CHAIR!W1 MTTLER: I suppose that's truo of

anything where you're quoting Duke management.

WITNESS SPITALNY: That's the whole reason we

even thought about striking that sentence. The accuracy of -

CHAIRMA'T MILLER: Who did you discuss striking

it with, for reasons other than accuracy?

MR. KETCHEN Mr. Chairman, I'll stinulate that

he disc. aed it with me, and it was based on your earlier

rulings in this proceeding that we ought to look at our

documents and see if we could get rid of any argumenta:ive

stuff. And this got --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Was this deemed to be

402 D i '!
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eb7 argumentative? This is a statement of fact, that the icains

had boon specifically designed uith excess capacity te allow

for the storage of this fuel. That scens to m2 to be por-

fectly factual. Whether it's t .le or not, or correct, is

another issue. But as far as the forut of it....
.

MR. IGTCIEN: Again, you ackad us to do that and

- wo want through, and this is-- You know, it uns in a gray

area. We didn't kncu whether the witness--

ChIRMAN MXLLER: I think that's sufficicnt.

MR. KETCHEN: That's the way wo were trying to

ccmply with the order.

CHAIT4AN MILLER: All right. I think it has been

sufficiently covered.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

Q Mr. Glenn,16L :ta direct your attention to -

still looking at Staff Exhibit 19-B, at the top of nago 10,

the first full paragraph on that page was all struck. Why

vms that paragraph struck?

Let me withdraw that in light of our previous
.

discussion.

Did you decide that it should be otruck?

A (Witness Glonn) It was a decision made by

Mr. Spitalny and myself.

Q All right.

So you're in a position to answer my questien

402 020
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eb8 as to why, you participated in the decision?

j|| A Can I read this?

Q I just want to know, did you participate in the

decision to have it struck?

A Yes.
-

Q All right.

,

Excuse me, I thought I answered that.A

O I'm sorry, I wasn't clear that you had.

A Let me have a minute to read this, please.

O All right.

(Pause.)

A First of all, I've got to admit that the evening

we had done this, firct of all I th3nk I had been en the

stand most of that day, and I was very tired, as we all have

been. And I'm going to have difficulty in answering your

question.

But I think we were discussing along the came

lines as we were before about the problems with our inter-

pretations of the Board's rulings and whether we w re drawing

conclusions and whether it was scmething we could do or not.

O Well, let's test that for a second.

Look back at page 8 if you would, please, of

Staff Exhibit 19-B.

The last paragraph on the cage begins with the

(hh sentence, "The applicant's...." would you just read that

402 021
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eb9 first sentenco thors for me?

A 'The applicant 's cc:::a i.tmente , o "7

Q Yes.

A "The applicant's ccz:nitment to nuclear power

coupled trith the number of reactors projected to
~

be on line in t.,e 1990s placas the apolicant in a

.
unique position available to very fot utilities."

O How in your judgment, is that a conclusory

statenent?

A The fact that I say it's a unique pacition

available to very few utilities could ba construed as a

you say. However, it's based on a lech at the number of

reacters that Duka does have nvailrible, and the number of

reacters thaz:other utilities within the United States do have

available, and the sequence at which those reactora are ecming

on lina for Duke, in my opinien, put the:n in a unique posi-

tion.

O I'm corry, I wasn't questioning whether you had

a basis for the conclusion.
.

I was merely try to test ycur

undarstanding of what conctitutes a conclusory statement in
- order to tact -

A I came to a conclusion.

O And do you think that statement is at 1 cast as
.

conclusory as the paragraph at the top of page 10, which haa

h been stricken?

402 022
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eblo MRo KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to object

to this whole line of questicning. We can take out, based

on di scussions with the witnesses a.1d Counsel in preparation

for c hearing, anything we want to in our testimony. It

seems to me like as long as when they're sworn, thu witnesses

'

adopt it, that it's in line with the ruling of the Board the

other day.

These witnesses did swear to it as changed, and

I don't think it's getting into any impeachment process heree

If he wants to do that, fine, but I think it's going back

to stuff that has been stricken.

The other day when a paragraph was struck or

withdrawn, I wasn't allowed to pursue that paragraph further

@
and see whether any other paragraph following the paragraph

in Mr. Rotow's testimony depended on the struck paragraph.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It was a Jittle different

proposition because you couldn't inquire into the reason.

You in effect:, as I recall, you were invited to inquire into

the reason. There was a dispute between you and other Counsel

as to whether the one was contingent on the other. That's a

'

wholly different proposition.

Let's be real clear about it. When the wit-

nesses say, "This is my testimony, I prepared it," they're

testifying. This is proper; they're entitled to do so.

Now when there have been changes mado in it and

402 023
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-inll there's bcen a ceries of changes made in it, uhother it be

given orally or whether it be given in the fcrm of prefiled
.

Written which is adopted as sworn tontimony by the wit -

nessen, inquiry as to the reacons for changen is perfectly

proper.

.

MR. KETCHEN: Is it proper if they get into

areas inere they're asked to, in light of your ruling, in-

terpret the legal ramifications of y..cr ruling of the other

day, to take out argumentative types of --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: One man's argument might be

another man's bias. Ar.d that's the reason it's being ner-

mitted here. And there seems t- ho some question as to

whether or nc* ccme of theso things removed cro conclusorf

under our rule or anybody elec's interpretation. At least

that's what the cross-examination is probing.

That's a different proposition.

MR. KETCHEN: My objection is overruled, I take

it?

NEMAN MITTRR: Yas. But it's there for the

record.

MR. ROISMAN: I just might point out that this

paragraph also is contained in the May lith, 1979, affidatrit

of Spitalny and Glenn, so it is a sworn-to paragraph, not

merely just prefiled and proffered. It appears at the ton

of page 10 in that affidavit.

0n4402 4
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bl2 BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Mr. Glenn, let me just go back again. I believe

the question that's on the table is:

Isn't this sentence tM t appears as the first

sentence of the last parc, graph on .%ge 8 of Staff Exhibit
.

19-B no more conclusory than t.he parte raph which sopears on

the top of page 10 of Staff Exhibit 1S-B which has boon struck?

A (Witness Glenn) The reason the paragraph was

struck was because of the last seacenco in that paragrtph,

and since we didn't think we could say that sentence, there

wasn't any use going into the whole paragraph.

And the reason for putting the whol'e paragraph

in was removed, so why not remove-- If the sentonce is re-

moved wo might as well remove the whole paragraph.

O It's your testimony tha'c "This cannot be con-

sidered cost-effective" was an overly conclusory statement?

A I think that was correcto

Q Mr. Spitalny, is that also your unders.c.anding of

the reason the paragraph at the top of page 10 was struck?

A (Witness Spitalny) There were two reasons, as I

understand it. That is one of them.

It was difficult c?ain with respoct to that

particular sentence for us to make a decision w?' h wa still

believe is accurate and I will still trecar to it teday, that

* personally - in my opinion I personally do not bolieve

402 025
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2 13 that that io cost effectivo, 3ut I can't swear to the fact

that Duko does not balicie it is cost effective.

That particular issue, as it came up and

Mr. Glenn and I discussed it, the second area of concern that

I had with this particula ~ paragraph is the one word
.

"solutiona," which appearo on the third line'in the middle.

It sayc ' . . . .would leavo ::ho applic3.nt with tur solutions - to

the name problem.,"

I was a littla uncany with tho word " solutions'

In that thin was not a colution to the ovar-all pr blem of

stcring fusl<> That's not what this is real?.y colving.

I thought about just changing the word to re-

flect what better would have boen, that it would leav6 them

with two measures, two interin solutions.

It bothered me, that coupled with the fact that

I can o press my opinion but not Duke's decision. We had

discucsed it on Wednesday evening. When I left Mr. G1cnn,

we had considered maybe we ought to take it out. I told him

.
I would speak with Mr. Ketchen to express cur feelings abcut

it. And we decidad yes, va would taka it cut.

O You indicated that you had diffdculty boccuct

of the word " solutions" and that neither of the tm things

discussed in the stricken paragraph usre solutions to the

problem, they were just interic solutions.

Is it correct that in doint the ana y c w' c}
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ebl4 the Staff has done on this application, ye" hevo not attempted

to as:alyze what would be the sclution to the spent fuel

storage problem for the Oconee Units and then evaluated, in

your judgment, what was the best alternativo?

A I did not try and ccrae up with what the best
.

solution for the lifetime suorage of the Cconee spent fuel is.

I did determine that enough options remained

available to allow for the storage of the fuel, ao that I did

not consider it necessary to pursue coming up with the best

alternative. Ie n't think that'a my job.

Q In that same vein then, you did nat look to see

whether or not any future alternatives muld in any way be

impacted by the short-term measures, that is, the Iang-term

ultimate solution for the spent fuel storage problem for the

facility would -

Let me withdraw it and stato it again. I'm sorrf.
Did you consider whether an intarim solution

such as the one proposed by the applicant here would or m uld
.

, not influence the availability of suba.squent options to

solve the long-term spent fuel storago prcblem for the Oconee

reactors?

1.b Q No, I did not believe that an interim measure

taken now m uld foreclose other options available to them.

If they were to look at the options, building a pool the size

to - a sire largo enough to retain all the fuel in my

402 027
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ebl5 judgment w tJ A fe;eclose other options if, at a lator date,,

they thought tha:. had :aade a mi;;-% in building a now pcol.

My reason for saying they wculd foraciose it,

they would have mado a tre:1endou T.onotary ccanic.ar.t. And

een if they have thia facility cristing and for zc=e reason
.

they didn't like it, they may at th:t point not desire to

.L.f t or rcrack the pcols or anything becaust. they do have

this facility chora and they wa ald use it, evo;. thcugh they

didn't want tc.

So chat partic":lar one could forecloss oti c.?

interim options.

For example, if they were tP:co-gcartern of tho

way through conctructing this thing - lot's say it was

1982 or 1983 - and DOE then cameo out with a final decision

and says "We are going to have an AFn available in 1987,"

now Duke says "We just spent $3't nillien building thic

facility, and nov DOE comen in with an AFn and us .conidn't

have had to spad any ceney."

In that respect thay are fornclocing their

available optiens.

' -

Looking at the othar alternatives, that of re-

racking, it's a r.easuro which uill carry thcn to the year -

with stainless steal racka ~~ 1982, with pcison rachs,

possibly 1987'. I's specifically lcohing at Cconco right new,

h If as they apprcach 1982, COE has not ccme out

402 028
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ebl6 with anything, they still have to them the option of putting

poison racks in that pool, the option of poison racks at
J

McGuire, the option of transshipment; many alternative.a

which ngair ara another interin phaco,

If you look at the option OS transshipI:. ann now

~

without raracking, again that buys th= the exact sama

,

analogy that I just pointed oun with the rarackir.g. It's

somethina 5.o gain anot*.,::r two, thran.- fou: , five years,-

whatever the particular option may be.

If as they're approaching tho foreclo ure of

that particular segment and there is nothing '.appen;.ng

nationally, voll, they than move to their next option, so I

don't beliovo it is foreclosing the issue.

O At first, did you, prior to today, do any written

analysis in which you really tried to work out which choices

would or would not be more likoly or loss likely to foreclose

options, or did the Staff? Did anybody on the Staff?

A I didn't do a written analysis to determine that,

no.

O You mentioned in terns of the coat, you gave

- this example of the independent spent fuel storage facility

being three-quarters built and then it turnirg out that the

government had built one, and Duke saying Ch, my God, I

just wasted $53 million.

Isn't it true that they would have to pay for

402 029
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ebl7 their share of 2 goverrnent aFR7

A That*c true.

Q Have vcu dune an anclysis to determina t;hether

the coct por acccmbly ctorage in a gevarnment AFR would be

higher or lottar than the coat that Duke would pay if it built
.

its oun indept.:ent spent fuel eterage facility tar Ocence?

A I've net dona an an ljaic. I'm fami]iar with

what scmo of 'm figuras are.

Q Ycu meca you're familiar with what acao of the

people have estimated?

A With DO2 cctinatoc.

Q For the cost of that?

A That's correct.

O Do you conaidor the DOE entkntec to be reliable

as to what the coat per fuel acccmbly would be for tha

government to build an away-frc=-reactor storage facility?

A I don't knew tha hacis for their calculations

and how they came up with their final nunber. I don't believe

I can answer that question accurately.

O So you're not sure that it vculd noccasarily be

a locs to build its own independent spent fuel stcrage

facility rather than to wait for the government independent

spent fuel storage facility - the government AFR?

A I think it deperAs en how the progran cerca about

and what is required, or what, at the time it ccaes about,

402 0.; 0
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ebl8 would seem moro advantageous.

What I'm trying to get at is it's my understand-

ing that the utility is 1ot required to store at a DOE AFR

if that were to ccc:o about. But that's not to say that at

sccio dato it might not be required.
.

Additionally, if reprocessing was to turn around

again, which nobod; :na got a a ed handle on, I would think

it would be advantageous to reprccess the fu)1 that is sitting

in their indopendent facility where there is scmething to be

gained by the accamblies that are jua sitting there instead

of lost cost.

Sc I don't know the situation that is going to

come about.

O Well, what you're saying is that there are ocme

factors which aro yet to be decided and you are going to

try to have all the factors available bofere you have to make

a decision. In that essentially what you're saying?

A Yes. I'm saying today I think we're a little

premature in trying to determine the disposition of the fuel

in the year 2012 for the Oconco site.
'

O But there is also seme risk with waiting to ma'te

the ce=mitments, isn't tero? I mean to begin with, you just

have the lead time problem with an independent spent fuel

storage facility.

A Well, I think the risks that you hava by pr Jent
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.

cbl9 people would be taken into consideration.

O But I'm just saying m rc talking aboutJ

; hnving donc an analycia but not a written ona, and I'm just

saying in that analycia, do y:n recognico that thero aro

'

ricka to not making cc=mitmenta to a longer-torm colution

in 1979, just ac thora arc ricio to making a ccmnitment to orn

in 19797

A If the rich that you'ro really referring to is

loud timo er availability of the materialc, whethor it be

racks or conctruction equin: cont, I'n not miro what you're

referring to when you say '' rick."

Q Let me explain to that va are talhing on the

sene wavelength.

What I mean is the risk that if you don't go

ahead and build the independent - start to build the inde-

pendent snent fuel stcrage facility in 1979, that ef.,cn the

timo cc:nes that you begin to foci that that does look li*ca

the most cost-effectivo thing to do, it may be too lato to

do it, and you may be forced to taka tha sacond-boat cotion,

.

a gover m.cnt A?R that io actually going to cost you mero par

fuol assembly, or the building of - tho c pansion of existing

pools at facilitics already under cen::t tetion,

In other wordo, with ccmothing that's got a five-

year lead time, ycu may b~o running some richs by not starting

it early because you may not be able,to chooso it when it

7 > b3 .) )-r c
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eb20 becomes clear to you that it was the right thing to do. That's

the risk I'm talking about.

A I believe that in evaluating alternatives that

are available to anybody, when you evaluate that alternative,

you have to evaluate what is needed and required to acecm-

plish that given alternative. In the case of an independent

facility, what is needed to acecr:tplish the availability of

that facility is five years.

What is needed to acccmplish tho availability of

poison r:tcks is a year, give or tako a few months.

Stainless stael racks, the same thing.

If you were to put down on a piece of paper all

your available alternatives, what cc nMtnacts you would

have to make in evaluating each alternative arJ tihen you would

have a decision point, as you're approaching this decicion

point you have to look at what's available to you.

If for scne reason we hypothesize and say that

if Duke does not start a new facility by the end of 1979

they're not going to be able to ' build the facility for scme

reason - let's just hypothesize that the equipment is not

going to be available to build it - why that would mean that

they new have six months to take a look at what alternatives

are available to them.

Within the next six months they aither have to

@ make a ecmmitment to build that facility er evaluate the
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eb21 other alternativen to be able to solve the same solution - the

came problem that that facility ::ould selva.

Q Well, don't you agree that the d: cision that
4

would be reached on which ons et thoas courass of action to

follow is very much influenced by whethor you bolicvo the
.

goverrmsnt is going to hava an AFR available or net, and whar.?

- A The basis for my stata:cnt on paga 8 of thic

document I balieve - let ma check --

Q Identify "this document" just for the record.

pcgo 8A I's scrry, 19-B 3

The last paragraph that you wara rsferring to

which roads:

"The applicant's ccctmitmant to nuclear

power coupled with the number of rezetera pro-

jected to be on line in the 1990s places the appli-

cant in a unique pocition avnilable to very few

utilities."-

I think that if we took a lock at a different

utility which only had one er tw reactors ccming on line,

they are in a cituatien where they can say "What ara the

opportunitics available to uu? We can only put poicon

racks in these two facilition that we have, and when we do

that we then have to do something outsido of tha utility.

We cculd go to pin compaction, or we havo $ ccnstruct a now

poolg a new acacching- or-othar."

+
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eb22 The statement ho::o says Duke is in a unique

position because they have quito a fow reactor plants that

are still yet to come on line or aro under constructicn and

in lieu of having to build thi:s other pool, they can say

"Well, we're a'.raedy building another pool. Ife're building.

.

a pool at Catawba. 17ny should we seke a cccclitsent to build

nother pool on the site of Ocoma when we're already

coc:mitted to spend money to build the Catawba pel? Whatever

the intial design was for the Catawba pool, at ';at sito it

is cheaper to expand that pool to twice the size it was

initially Josignad for than it would be to build two separata

pools of the original size.

So I'ra saying that particular optie-. which is

available to Duke puts them in a position where they een

evaluate all the alternatives o

Q But let's look at the transshipnent option for

a seconda

MR. KETCHEN: Excuse me.

Were you finished with your answer?

WITNESS SPITALNY: THat's all right.

BY MRo ROISMAN:

Q It's true, isn't it, that if ycu tranaship fuel

frers Oc wm to McGuire you recove space from the Meanira

pool that's available for McGuire's spent fuol to be storod?

9
Isn't that correct?

402 035
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eb22 A (Witness Spitalny) That's true.

O And that if the tine at which the McGuire apont

fuel could be stored away frca McGuire at a government faci-

lity, permanent or interim, is such that it's not available

until after the McGuire pools are full, then you hava tc movo

scmo funi frcm tha McGuire pcol and some fuel frcn the Oconee

pool to yet another pool, in this case it's assumed the

Catawba pool? Isn't that correct?

A That's ona of the available cptions, yes

Q And the Catawba pool itself will than be less

available for storing Catawba fuel? Isn't that correc:7

A That'O correct.

O So ultimately, putting it into the vr,rnacular,

somebody has got to pay the piparr right? Some plant, sc=e-

whero, has either got to build enough capacity to store all

of its fuel plus the fuel of the reactors that unren't, like

the little pig, thinking of the future, or we've got to

assume that there's going to be a gevarnment APR or permanent

,
waste disposal capability available before those crucial

dates are reached. Isn't thz.t correct?

MR. KETCHZd: He couldn't hear you.

WI*PESS SPITAIJTY: I% sorry, no.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

Q Why not?

A (Witness Spitalny) Because wa're locking at a
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eba4 reactor plant which is licenced for a finito period of time.

If it was an infinite period of time and we woro generating

fuel infinitely, then I would agree with your statement, bit

it's a finite period of time.

If we can Icok at the anennt of ascanblics which
.

aro going to be generated over that finite period of cimo

and como up with an option to etere that fuel for that finite

poried of timo or - es:cu2e me -- to ctora that fuel for an

infinite period of timo but it's a finite niraber of ausem-

lb blios, that statenant is not trco.

2a fla

.

O
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2A URE/wbl ') Do you know of aay existing proven accaptable

500 technology 5/ which the C onae pools, in and of thamselves,

would h se the capability of storing the lifotime fuel to

be discharged from the Ocone2 plant?

A The Gronea pools? Keeping the assemblies on site?
.

O Right there. No new pools builte

A ?or the lifetima --

0 --of the Oconee reactors.

A If you want to give me a few minutes I'll think
,

about it. I don' t know if I can come up with--

Q It's not an analysis that you've previously done?

A I believe we can get awful close, if we can' t

make it.

I would like to reserve my position to take e

look at it.

O All right.
.

Mill you just tell me which are the options that

you would be looking at in orde. to be able to obtain that?

A Poison racks at Oconee will buy time until 1987.
.

O okay.

A Pin compaction. If we were able t'o store fuel

from 1974 until 1987, which is thirteen years, in the existing

capacity, ein compaction will but them a 70 percent increase,

70 percent of 13 is 8, 8-1/2 years,

O So pin packing is or.e of the option; you'd look
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WRB,'wb2 at?

A Yes.

Q Okay.

Let me direct your attention to page 26S5 of

yesterday's transcript. If you coul<1 ask your coun.3el to give

*

you a copy of that.

(Document aanded to the witness)

A I've got pr.go 2685

O Uould you begin r3ading at line 10 on that page,

please, indicating whether it's an A, an answer, or a 0, a

question?

A Okay. This was an answer:

"The options that we considered were

the conr ruction of an ISFSI, the expansion of

Ocones pools, shipment of the spent fuel to

another site. Basically those are the alterna-

tives that address increased capacity.

"OUESTION: Uhat about pin packing?

"M1SWER: We did not address it.

"GUESTIOti: How come?

"NISWER: Pin pachih2g is becoming an

option. I don't believe it has been shown to be

a valid ons as such. The start of the art I

think is just coming to that. It just was not

{g cddressed."

0,;9
_
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wb3 0 That's far enough. Thank you.

hcw do you still think that testimony yesterday

was correct?

A Yes, sir. I'd liks to make a r.tatement, if I

may.
.

C Sure.

A I believe things are in a little bit differen t

context now as to what was said there and what was sa:' 4

No. 1, the document was done during the last

year. No. 2, ein packing is just coming to the state of the,

L

art. It has not been done anywhere outside of experimentally,

I believe.

Also, you just asked me now if Oconee was forced

to keep everything on sito what would they consider? Well,

my very first option is poison racks, not pin packing; the
first option is poison racks. After you've got the poison

racks in there you've got until 1987 to better the technology
for pin packing.

Pin packing has been introduced now. It is coming

around. It's a viable option.

Q Wait a second. Take a look at the page again.

I believe what you told me and what you just read is that

it's not a viable option.

A Excuse me; let me clarify that,

||| I'm saying, thern I said it was not a viablo
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wb4 option right now. Now I'm s. lying it's a vichic cption for

the future. I'm making a distinction.

O Let me go back. My question had been: available

technologies now. I said, Using available technologies now

what c::ists for 0:onee being :ble to store its lifetime fuel
.

at the sito.

I just want to }3 clear abcut one thing. Is

pin packing an available option now, in your judgmoni?

A I believe we arc putting blinders on if we say

yes it is or no it's not.

O I believe you're the cno who made it cicar, and

it's your state =ent, "I don'u believe it has been chcwn to be

a valid one as such."

Now I'm just asking--

A Today.

O And new I'm asking you today if you're making a

decision about what to do about Oconee fuel, do you put pin

packing as a valid opticn or not?

MR. MC GARRY: I'm going t ject, Mr. Chairman.

I thin:: this question has been asked four times 3 I think tha
.

Witness--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: What were the answers, then?

MR. MC GARRY: I think my perceptica of the answars

was that the tritness fools that pin storage, pin pack. cg is
9 just ccming into being. Mr. Reic=an is asking, htst is Duke

1 l- ae
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wb3 going to do to maintain its apont fuel on the Ocenea sitee

TNs ewitness has said--

CH?sIRMAN MILLER: The technolcgy isn't available

news wasn't than Ele original question?

ftR. MC GARRY: That's correct. And what
*

Mr. Spitalny is saying is, it's just about at that point in

,
time. In fact there is an application, I believe he mantioned

earlier, by Maine Yankee, or whatever it was. So he's aware

of that. It's just at that stage. It's not a remote

technology.

I think he has answered this four times.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, he has answered a dif-

forent way. As I recall, yesterday he said he didn't regard

it as a proven technology that he was considering in making

certain evaluations: I forget what they were. And I believe

that's what you suggested.

Isn't that right?

WITNESS SPITALNY: That's correct.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That war my memory of what he

said yesterday. I assume today he's making some kind of

- variation.

NIT *iESS SPITALNY: No. Excuse na. No. I'm

putting it in proper context

CHAIRMAN MILLER. What's your tastimony?

h WITNESS SPITALNY: I'm not changing what I said.

40l CQ
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wb6 The context of the question yesterday was, Why did you not

ovaluate pin packing?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Uhat was your answer?

MR. SPITALNY: My answer was I did not believe it

a viable option tc replace trarmehipment or reracking now.,

I do believe it's a viable optiaa for tomorrow, I'm saying

1980, whatever. I'm making a distinction here that these

things arc in two different context.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. Go ahead.

I don't think he's answered clearly. He's got

frcgments of throo or four different answers, ho says in

different contants; which is fair and reasonable. But wo'ro

trying now to got it in one placa., So completo your almwor

and put in whatever factors you wish, in fairness to yourself

and your testimonyo

Go ahead to other matter that you haven't covered,

Mr. Spitalny. We'd liko to have a full answer.
t

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Do you have a judgment as to when you think this

not-yet-rendy but soon-to-bo-ready option will be ready?

A (Witness Spitalny) It would be a total quess.

O It doesn't cocm to be out of the question in

this case, Go ahead.

&*t . RETCHEN: Mre Chairman, why doen w have to

@
guess? I think he has given his answer.
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wb7 CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, we don't want any witncas

to guess.

BY MR, ROISMAN:

O So you don't know-- Then you're sayf aq that you

don't know that it will be available, say when the Oconee
'

units have exhausted their capability of reracking with

poison racks; is that right?

A (Witness Spitalny) That's a true statement.

But what I said sout availab]3 alternativas is that there is

a decision paint. If, as you're approaching 1987 and you

only have two options left: let's hypothesize again one

opcion is the construction of a new facility and the other

operation is pin packing if you reach 1982 and it doesn't

look like pin packing is going to come about, you'd better

make a decision about building that new facility, because

you oow have five years until you reach 1987.

So I'm not going to say that pin packing won't

be available in 1987; I said that that decision vill have to ~

be made when you reach your decisica point for all of your

alternatives that you may spread out on this piece of paper.

O But my initial question to you went back to this

issue of whether, if what you are doing is assuming the off-

site storage at another Duke reactor of Oconee spent fuel,

don't you ultimately have to worry about where so=o facility's

spent fuel is going to be put? Because you're stoaling space,
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wb3 in effcet, from soma subsequent reactor, Your ansvar to me,

as I remember, was t..at that would only ' valid if we were

tal: ting about an infinite production of spent fual,

Now I was trying to test that by finding out frcm

you whether at this point in time, which is admitt;dly a

.

decision point, you could confidently concluda that the

Ocenee fuel could be handled on tho Oconee site withc.ut build-

ing an independent spent fuel storage facility, ar a uay of --

then going on and asking you the same qu ation about McGuire

and the same question about Catawba, to try to fi-d out

whether at this decisica point you vara or ucre sc 2 ma'ing

commitments that might in the future require you to co some-

thing which you wouldn't have had to do if you had made a

different decision now. And I was testing that by ashing you--

and I'm going to ask you again:--

Dased upon today's technology, do you know of a

way that you can store the lifetime productivity of spent fuel

from Oconeo at the Cconoa site using the e:cisting pools?

MR. MC GARRY: Objection, The questien has been

asked four times.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Overruled.

'AITNESS SPITALNY: Tcday I probably could not

get the Oconec site to the year 2012. But the decision point

that you refer to I don't believe is the decision to be made.

MR. ROISMAN: I understand.
'

, ,7 6.S ''' N q pf e,

.>- b b &t
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wb9 BY MR. ROISMAN:

O What about McGuira? Could you today say as to

McGuire that it has the cuoability, based upon the same

criteria you just used for judging the Oconee sito, for a

lifetime storece of its acent fuel citput?

- A (Witness Spitalny) The answer is no, with the

same qualifications.

O Okay, I understand that.

And what about Catawba? If it's a calculation

you want to make--

A Just a minuta.

(Pause)

ad WRBloom
don fis

.

/
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A Auful close. I just did a thunbnail calctilation,

and it's auful close_

O So, for Catauba, its canability to store the lifc ~

time output of its reactors, assuninc for a nonent that that.

became its option, could be directly affected by whether any

fuel fron another reactor got stored thera is close enoughe

but another five or si:: hundred ansenblies frcn other reacters

night make the difference, isn't that true?

A It night.

CIIAIRf!AN !! ILLER: I think the witness, in ansuoring,

did have a certain qualification. Ue'd like to have hin

explain it to us. If you' re going to ask h:h, fine. If not,

uo'11 ask hin.

11R. ROIS!!AN: Okay, go ahead.
. . _ .

CIIAIRIIAM IIILLER: In making your response you

said, at least as to the first two reactors, that no, there

was not any way that you understood the situation, by using

the present facilities without additional building,. you

could contain the entire lifetir.c of spent fuel generated at

the particular facility, for Oconee or for riccuire, but you,

said there uns a certain qualification.

Do you recall that?

UITUESS SPITALN'Is Yes.

PO /6.% Sh.a~ree thakt' ppt
You ^ pas a- ,,,CHAIR'IAN liILLER:

. , . %, e(L . G ' ' p
.

.
u! .3 y

'

nse:. : .

h 'd " Q d $ ( d h N $ $ a
#qualification?
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IJITNESS SPITALITY: 'le s .

C.utIIU1AN IIILLCR: ITell, for the record, we'd like

for you to cp lain what that qualification or assumption was.

11IT:lESS SPITAL;IY: Certainly.

Initially, what I was sayinc about Oconce, I was

saying that I do act believe m. rere at the decision - - or

the decision point that we're at new is not the decision Iir.

Roisman is bringing upon us.

C"AIIUWI IIILLER: Ilhat's the difference?

I?IT!!ESS SPITALl1Y: IIe is saying, let's nahe a

decision as to whether or not we transship, or even pursue

just an inter.in solution, or let's make a decision to build

a new facility, because we nay at a later date foreclose --

CLU1UIItN I4 ILLER: ITell, that's another natter,

what he's asstuaing. I'm talking ainut -

IIITITESS SPITALUY: I'm coing to get there. That's

my understanding of what his decisica point is now. I'n saying--

CIAIRIWI :1 ILLER: Ifell, what's your decision

point?

01IT' JESS SPITALNY: Please. I'm --

QLUR WI !!ILL.CRs Uo, I'm asking the question.

Now answer ny question. Let 's -

ITITNESS SPITAIJiY: I'll qct to that. I have to

make a distinction.

h ObMRIIAll IIILLER: ilait a minute. Let me ask the

m Mar u L.
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question,

IRiat I'm asking you is to tell what your assumptions

are or what your decision point is. And then va'11 talkr

about conebody elce's.

Now, I'd like to have the question answered my way,
.

and I don' t r a lot of help. Just answer my --

WIT?ESS SPITAL!E: You asked ne to a:tplain the

qualification. My qualificatien is based on a distinction

botveen a decision point, his decision versus mineo

CHAIR WI MILLER: Uhat's yours?

WIT!!ESS SPITAL?W: I'u trying to explain. His is --

CHAIR!WI MILLER: Ilhat's yours?

WI* NESS SPITAIJE: The decision we are at today is,

looking at whether or not transshipment is a viable option.

It's also considering what other alternatives e:dct to the3

g utility that will enable then to stora fuel.

He's saying, can you keep Oconee fuel on site for.

the lifeti=s of the pool?,

I'm caying that that may, indoed, be abic to be

accomplished if you don't keep blinders on and hold yourself

_to 1979, June 29th, technology.

I'm saying it looks liko thero may verf well be

ways that como about which will enable that to ha done. Evan

if new technologiac don't ecne about to enable i* to be

stored en sito, I h="en't found anything wrong with moving
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it to McGuire, or moving it offsite. Or, rather than building

an ISFSI today, build one in 19C2 if it looks like you're

still not going to ccme up with a colution.

So my distinction for answering his question 10,

June 29, 1979, no, I cannot cone up with a reason-- or a

.

method, to maintain fuel on site for the lifetime of the fuelo

'

But that's not to say that on June 30th I may not be able

to do that.

That's my distinction.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. Now, my question

relatos to what is your decision point, the one that you

choose to use that you think should be used. You may explain

it.

IfITNESS SPITAI21Y: My decision point is an

analysis of tha alternatives that exist, and the decision -

CHAIR *iAN NTLT2R: As of what tima? You mean the

present time?

WITNESS SPITALNY: As of this licansing action.

CHAIRMA'i MTTJ2R Today?
,

WITNESS SPITALNY: Yes o
i

CHAIRMAN MT'TRR: All righto

WITNESS SPITALNY: You look at this licensing

action, tha decision that we're making hora is: Are the

impacts from thia licensing action signific nt as to nota

warrant the issuance of a license?
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That is what -- that's the overall qucation, I'm

still uncertain why wa're in tnis hearf.ng.

CIIAIRf!AN liILLER: Nell, don't speculata.

(Laughtor.)

I'm suro we'd get a lot of different answers on
.

that ene.

(Laughter.)

I want to be cicar. I understard uhat you ncan

by your decision point as you analysed : t. I thin't you've
,

ancworcd it, but if thoro's anything further you want to

add, go ahead.

eBut icn t it true that in theseDR. LUEBKE:

operations that decision points progress in ti'a? I meant

this is not the only tino to =ako decisions.

WITNESS SPITALN'l: That's correct. You're keeping

your eyes closed.

DR. LUEBKE: Thore are additional times to make

decisions.

WITNESS SPITAL:Pf 100 percent. Thore Nro other

opticas avail 21,13 at a later date. Uhy make a decisica today

that's going to commit you for the rest of the output of

ococee?

CHAIRMAN MTtrmR: 4cil, lot's look at the entire

span, then, and let's look at infinity in ' e sense of not

restricting it to the lifetime accescarily, of any of these
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plants. Taking that long view, dcas that have any impact

upon the decisicn point that you might otherwiso use at

some yaars in the future frcm today, but somewhat short of

or possibly foreclosing alternatives that might exist at

thc.t long range?
.

Now, what about that as a point of -

WITNESS SPITALNY: No, it does not. Today - if

I can at least say the options that are becoming available,

that is, including pin co=paction and the option of drf

storage, which is being looked at, you will be abla to store

the lifetimes of every one of Duke's facilities, the lifetime

storage of that fuel, without ever building an ISFSI.

DR. LUEBKE: That's because the water is removed

8and gives them additional space to use? I mean, what s the

factor in dry storage that -
,

WITNESS SPITALNY: In dry storage you can - the

biggest thing about the ISFSI in the cost per assembly, of

constructing the -

DR. LUEBKE: I see. It's a cheaper building?

WITNESS SPITALNY: Sure.

CHAIMtAN MILLER: Well, aren't we looking at

feasibility first, and then we look at cost factors? Don't

we -

WITNESS SPITALNY: We look at a lot of things.

We look at feasibility, we look at the impact, and last of
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which we look at cost.

CILURM7GT !! ILLER: Ncll --

WIT ESS SPITAIJrls But if we have icohad at what

the impacts are, and tho impacts ..re insigniMicant, you can

then look at the cost.
.

CIAIRMAN MT7.rRR: Hall, you koop locking at cost,

so I was just wondoring uhother it was just bsing uttered

' chat way or if you were putting it en a higher priority than *

something elso.

WITNESS SPITAIJE: Ilo, no. I'm accuming ovary

option I'm considering has insignificant impac.ts.,

CHAIRMA!! !! ILLER: Well, then, in yet: judgment,

if you have a judgment, do you have sufficient c:rperienco
'

and competones, as you'see it, to have a judgmor.t.as to

whether thore is a reasonablo assurance that there will be.

g a viable method of handling all of the spent fuel storage
;.

j from those particular plants during the lifotimo of the

plants?

WITNESS SPITAT.2C: I boliove thora's a viable

methed, yes. Yos, sir.

CHAIRMAll MTTTRR: Based on reascnabis assuranco,

now. We've heard that term used a lot.

WIT!IESS SPITAI2C: Yes. And I would ovaa -

CLuFl!?Il !P'.J.IR: I'm not asking --

WITNESS SPITAI2rls - add another ono so'i, if I
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CHAID!LN MIT.L n: Uce whatover ones you deca

renconable., I'm cahing you about reaconn''.. assurance, and

80 ~

ITITHESS SPITAIFl: Well, I -

CHAIRMNT MILLER: - you keep it within ifhat you
.

. cc: cider to be reaccachio and --

WIT;'iESS SPITALNY: Woll, it's difficult for ne to-

qucntify the nunborn right now, if I don't knew what their

boundara.es are.

CHAIRMAli MILLER: A1.1 right. Ecu, we're both

triking at the acco t ho hete. I'll stop and you talk.

(Paure.)

Sea,ifhen I stop, wo both stop.

(Laughter. )

tTITNESG SPITAIMl: I'm sorry. I was just thinking,

but *' can como up with the nunbers relatively quick, I.

believo.

CHAIR! M MILLER: Take your tinco

(The witness performing calculations.)

MR. KETCHEN: M.ro Cha_c.aan, are va on the record?

.

CHAIRMAN MILLPR: Yes, we ar3. If you want to

go off, we will.

MR. KETCHEN: No, I just wanted to say, I don't

know whether, and I want to r.ake sure, that Mr. Spitalny has

got the right numbers.

4g2 Gr;6
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CHAIRMAN MTT.T.RR: Do you want to go over it with

him?

MR. KETCHEN: Yes. My number is that Cherokee 1

and 2 cores is ucro than 193.

WITNESS SPITAIJN: I made the assumption that

"

Cherokee was the same thing as Catawba. Catawba, I believe,

,
was 193, wasn't it?

Oh, wait, wait, wait. Let me back up.

McGuire is 193. Catawba is 240?

VOICD No, :~.cGuire is alsoo

WITNESS SPITAI2iY: Then they are the saraa? Okay.

All right,

tiell, I was -

@
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, what are you hypothesizing?

.

WITNESS SPITAIJE I was just saying they were

. using the same unita that they're using at Catawbao
:i

MR. lu:;ruit,d: Wouldn't it be better to have the

right number for Cherokee, rather than hypothesi =ing?i

CHAIRMAN FTTJ.RR: Yes. We'd rather have the
.

right number. Give him the right number. Who has the right

number?

VOICE: Cherokee is 241 and Catawba 193.

WITNESS SPITALN2. And Perkins?

VOICE: Perkins, 241.

(The witness performing calculations.)
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MR. DLUM:. Mr. Chairman, if this is going to take

a while --

ITITNESS SPITAUPIs No, I's deno.

For tbc storage of 40 years of Ocones -- I'm

making one other assumption - I'm looking ato . no, let's.
_

forgot that.

40 years of Oconee, 40 years of McGuire, 40 years-

of Catawba, 40 years of Cherckco, 40 years of Porhins., I

have a number of 36,550. That number may fluctuato, give

or tako a little bit, by the burn of the assemblies.

But for practical purposes, that is the number

that I come up with, with the present pools that exist right

now or that are anticipated for thsso units that wo are

discussing, are capable of holding, with pin ecmpaction,

27,000 assemblics.

What we're looking at is a problem area of 10,000
9

assemblics.

CHAIRMAN MITIER: You say that's assuni.1g pin

ecmpaction, 27,000?

17ITNESS SPITAI21Y: Yes o

CHAIP21AN MILLER: Is anything else assumed, to

arrive at that figuro?

WITNESS SPITALNY: Poison racks and pin compaction.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Okay.

@
WITNESS SPITALNY: The two that are the most
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readily foreseen as becoming availablo.

And schat I'm caying is: If we're going co trake

those assumptions that Cherokco and Perkins are going to

come on line at whatever date, we have not taken into

consideration tho fact that Duhe may, as they approach tho

'

1990s, the year 2000, if Pork;.ns comes on line in 1995 that

thing is not going to be done generating funi until the year,

2035

So they've get a lot of time before they're going

'r.o hit this number, 36,000. As they're approaching that,

the options that they have available to them now are increasing

the sizn of the pools at these facilitioso

CHAIRMAN NTTIER: Pardon me. Lot me see if I

got you right.

This 27,000 is based upon the use of pin compaction

and poison reracking, with present or anticipated pools did

you say? I'm not sure I got that right.

WITNESS SPITALNY: Yes, that's correct.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Okay.

WITNESS SPITALh"f Anticipated in what s designed8

- right now for the Cherokee and Perkins plants.

CHAIPEAN MILLER: I understand that.

I think we'll take a recess now, and give everybody

a chance to abcorb the informatica.

ITITNESS SPITALNY: If we will continuo on that
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samo question, thors is one thing I would lib to say,,

CILVEMAN MILLER: Sure, go right ahead.

WITNESS SPITALIU: When I say the option that Duke

can at any time increaso the storage of thase pools, when

you're looking at a nucher of $30,000 par assambly, givo or
.

take a couplo thousand, to build an independant facility, it

. was shown that when they expanded, physically expanded, the

size of Catawba they initially had a :ortain pool that they

want, they physically expanded the size of that, and por

assembly the coat was on the order Of $4,000 per assembly.

So we're Iceking at a cost differential of $26,000

DR. LUEBKE: May I ask, when you do that are you

going to put the rods in the cask and move them over, if you

just expand the present pool?

WITNESS SPITALNY: Well, you would be able - if

you woro going to storo frcm Oconce to McGuire, you would,

have to covo the fuel frca Oconee to McGuira, to those poolso

So you do have that. But I wculd also point out that if you

have an independent facility, you will still have that cost

for shipment, which is the most expensive part of the - the
.

most expansive part of tha shipnr.nt is not tho =ovement by

truck, it's the picking up of the assembly, putting it into

the cask, and unloading the cask again.

So the cost factor is not quite a constant, but

it's going to be neea anyway. So I would make that stipulation,

402 M
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that they have the cption of building.thasa pools any size

they'd liku. They've not even started yet. And it's not

inconceivable to build them large enough to hold assemblies

for every spent fuel assembly that's going to be generated

by every one of their facilities for the lifetima of every
.

one of their plants.

- CHAIR N MILLER: Is thera anything else you want

to add to make your explanation complete, and then we'll go

back to it and we'll start with it when we've had our
recasa.

UITNESS SPITAL 2Tf: No.

CHAIRMAN 2CELLER: Thanks, fir. Spitalny.

(Recess.)

TEL 2/wel CHAIINAN MILLER: Okay, we'll resume, please.

fir. Spitalny, do you have something to add to

your answer, for completeneas?

WITNESS SPITALNY: Yes, I doo

There have been memo questicna brcught up as to

the duration of a licenso, when it expires, and we've used

tha time frame of 40 years.
.

Again, I may be a little bit out of my realm of

expertiso, in that I do not work on the Part 50 side, but I

would like to point out thet the 40 years that's referred

to for the issue of a licanas is frem the issuance of the
CP, construction permit, not frcm an OL.
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This means that the calculation.3 I just did for

40 years would not really be saan for that smount of

assemblias.

Just to cut it down, to allow for construction time,

if we just said 8 years, for czamplo, whica .T*m using en
.

today's reference of what it might take for a construction,

- it would cut the number that I mentioned dcun by 20 percent.

And Clat number comas down to 29,240 ascomblios.

So I wantad to at laast qualif:r that, to ahow t!ut

the actual tina that the utility is going to be generating

fual is not a 40-year period of time. Now ws'ro talking the

number 29,000 versus storago capacity, trith ccmpaction again,

of 27,000, which shows somewhere between nov and when

they're going to run into a problem, which in well, well

into the year 2000, they have to increase their capacity by

|i
2,000-3,000 assemblies.

!, So I did want to clarify that.

ii
CHAITdiAN MILLER: Very wallo'

:
i.

f Mr. Roisman?

,' CROSS-E%IJIINATICN (Rasumsd)
.

BY Mao ROISMAN:
i

Q Hr Spitalny, you n ntioned the decision data

issue. At this point in tima is it your testimony that this

in the tino for nahing a decision on transshipmant?

A (Wiusess Spitalny) I'm saying this in the time to
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make the decision on this licensing action.

O Isn't it true that the raracking that has been now

e proved at Oconee-1 and 2 will provide T.2 am with storage

spaco until sometime around the middle or latter part of

1992? Is that correcti
.

A That's correct.

O And that sana .ime betwoca now and arotad the middla

of 1982 they can make a decision to do poison raracking at

those facilities, which would carry them into sometime around

1987? Isn't that correct?

A That's correct.

O Why is today the decision time with respect to

transship =nnt, than?

A Secause the Staff has receivod an application to

evaluate the option of shipping 300 asse.blies from 0:enee

to McGuire. The Staff has evaluated that application, and

has datermined that tho impacts are insignificant

We have issued a negativo declaration. We have

come to a hearing. There are no grounds that I can come up

with to dany issuanco of that license.
.

Thera is no reason to forestall a decision on

that license. We have gone through the review, the Staff is

aware of what the impacts are.

If you want to table this issue and en11 me back

in 1982, I don't know that I'm going to be on top of it, to

kh
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givo the proper input to any hearing board.

8Thoro s no r2acen to have to forcstall it to any

given ti.o.

Q Well, but icn't it trea that your prior testinony

was that tho prudant thing to do was not to =ake those

co= nit =cnts to cptions until you had to, no that you could

. see what was availabic?

A That's correct. By incuing tha liconco, thoro is

not a co:cnit=ont of any cort. The ccanitment has aircady

bocn = ado, basically, in tho expensa to got this far in this

licanning action.

What ==n4ns of the action itself, of the procedural

part of it, is that no moro cost la addad to the decision of

the Board.

When Duke - if Duke was to receivo approval of

that licenso, they can still put that licensa in a drawer and

Icave it there if they'd like. They havo not made any

cor mitments. It r w ha an option availnble to them. It

may ho a contingency. If for ac=e reason ' ley have to shut

down two plants at Oconoc, and they are main'ni,4cg eno
.

full core racerve at any dato, it may be at that point that

it may be a lot chaaper to chip 300 asss=blias or 177 for

a full coro, or whatever night bo needed, to allow them to

discharge two reacters.

Thora's no reason they shouldn't be given that
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contingency option. There's no grounds for don"ing it.

So we have gone - wo have looked at this thing

since March cf 1978, and the decision making point is now.

Thero's no reason to -

Q That would equally apply to making a decision that
9

they can build an independent spent fuel storage facility at

Oconee also, right?,

A To making a decision about on.2, they could

certainly -

0 About tha Staff making a decision.

A Well, there is a monetary commihant that would

be made by them to got the Staff to do that, the preparation

of an Envirn ital Report, of the documonu, the application,
,

and tha licenso foe.

O But that's liko what they've dono for the

transshipment, I assuma?
,

A That's true. But the difference is, it's

already been done horo. Why should we -

Q You mean the options are now somewhat narrowed

because of tho expenditures that have already been made?

'

A Certainly not. The option still remains
,

available to thom as much as it did bafore. The difference

that I'm pointing out is that they have taken this licensing

action as far as it has getton co far. He have geno dcwn

90 percent of the path, or whatavar the number might be, and
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there's no reason to put off the r maining 10 yards.

O But my question is to you:

Are you saying that it would also be equally

reasonable for a decision now to to made - I understand your
,

saying you wouldn't make it unless you got an application -

to build an indapendent spent kd storage facflity at

Oconce? /
.

A The dacision would not bo ecdo by mo. If Duke

had decided that that's tho way they wanted to go, fine.

My position with respect to thece altornatives is they put

in an application for transahisment. We have determined it

to be insignificanto Wo have reconnended approval of that

license.

Duke, in the Enviro m tal Impact Appraisal,--and I've

geno on record as saying that raracking had been a viabic,

[ option with tho qualification of time that we have previously

discussed - has been shcwn by the February 2nd application-

and the approval of f hMr application to rarack the Oconee,

. 1 and 2 pool, that that was also an option which remained
-

1:
1

availabis, which also resulted in a decision by the Staff as,
,

to approval.

With respect to poison racks, I'm not arguing for

transshipmnnt in lieu of any other ono of thoso. If Duke

wants to decide to threw this one away and cena in with an
>

application to put in poison racks, wa will oval ato it based

.
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on experience, assuming they take the proper procedurets e go

along with tha regulations, it will probably be approved.

If the construction of an IFSFI was determined to

be their cource of action that they wanted to take, they

have the procedures, they know what to do to prepare an

environmental report, to put in an application. Wo have the

guidelines to review it, and to make a decision on that
.

application.

I have not said that all these alternatives that

exist should not be done, because you should do transshipment.

I have just said that there is nothing wrong with t2._7 eship-

!adelon fis ment.

.
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la MADELO;I Q Are you saying that if the Applicant applied
~ ws wel

mpbl simult:.neously for the ISFSI and the poison reracking along

with the transshipment application that the Staff uould simply

approval all three, assuming that the criteria that you have

laid down are met?
.

- A Very possible. He were doing the transshipment

.

action, and the Staff also approved the rerack application at

the same time.

O So in short your position is that it is not the

Staf f's responsibility to choose among these options?

A It's the Staff's responsibility to determine

the impact of these options. If the impact of the option

which is selected is acceptable, it is also the Staff's

-responsibility to approve it.

O And not your reapcasibility to find the -~ quote --

"best -- unquote?

A If the impacts are acceptable, we do not have to

\
go any further, that's true.

O Even if one were obviously superior to another,

as lonc as the impacts were acceptable, your judgment would

be that the Staff would approve it?

A If there was an option that was obviously

superior, we would probably go back and ask the applicant

why they had not evaluated it.

This all takes place during the review -- I'n
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mpb2 going to get to your answer.

O Okay.

A In ny correspondence to Duke Power in October of

197G, I wrote them a letter saying I thought they ought to

take another look at reracking because they had initiall
-

come in and said 'Ue couldn ' t do it' , and in my letter I

described the uay that it could be done. And I said 'please

evaluate my method, tell me why you can ' t do it, and wc'll

continue down the path.'

They cane back in with a response and explained

what some problem areas were and why they preferred this. I

accepted that and we con' ~.nued.

I think I said I was going to get back to your

question, and I really just lost your question in my train of
thought.

Q It would be easier if you would start your answer

by answerina my question and then explain it.

I believe the question was:

If one option were obviously superior, but all

options were -- quota - " acceptable" -- unquoto -- would

you still approve the one?

A Okay.

ITe in the course of the revicu would make a

decision as to, for example, when they responded to that

letter we may have said 'we disagree with your response _ to
4U2 Uo9
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mpb3 that letter'. So during the course of the review we

would have decided whether or not this option -- if the

impacts are much greater than the inpacts of the other

option, somewhere during the course of the review we would

have decided which way to go.
.

He do havo the right to deny the approval of an

application.

O Dvon if it's -- quote -- " acceptable ' -- unquote --

when not compared with alternatives -- that's the point I'm

trying to get at, what your position is on that.

A I be?.ieve we're getting in'o the area again

where we were yesterday . on the practice of the Commission.

That decision would become, if not legal management, to

determine exactly what stand we would take, I would have to

know the exact parameters, why is one obviously better than

the other.

If we came up with that much of a distinction,

there must have been something the Applicant has overlooked.

And if they stood fast and said 'No, I don't care', and there

was that much of a distinction, then we probably would not

have como up with acceptable impacts.

But I don't know --

0 I? ell, let's try to construct one, then

Let's say that one option involved a certain

ecmplete solution to the problam, and tbo other involved

4D.?
-
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mpb4 speculation with regard to future events occurring such

that if pursued it might or might not ultimately end up

with a complete solution to the problem.

And I have in mind, for instance, independent

spent fuel storage facility on the one hand as being -- let's
just get clear on that.

Would you agree that that would be, .f adopted

and implemented, assuming the pool were large enough, a

complete solution to the Oconee spent fuel storage problem?

A Yes.

O And it is a today option; we don't have to wait

and find out; you know that it is an acceptable thing to do,

assuming that the Applicant designs it according to well

established standards.

A Yes, assuming normal practices, yes.

O Okay.

So that would be option one on the table.-

Option tuo on the table is o transshipment

option based upon an assumption that before transshipment

has been used up there would be a government away-from-reactor

storage facility built. Okay?

And we'll make the assumption now for this

hypothetical I'm asking you that the Staff believes that

the reliance on the government building the AFR is unreason-
able. The Applicant says 'Ua think it's reasonable.' It's

40; u ,' )isc
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apb5 a judgment vihat one thirks it is, aiay?

In a case like that you believe that the trans-

shipment is -- quote - "accep :.1ble", that is, it does not

involve any unacceptable en'ironmental or safaty impacts.

You also beliv a that the f der.ndent spent fuel storage
.

facility is acceptable and doesn't involve any untoward

environnental or safety impacts.

In that particular case one is a complete solu-

tion to the problem, the other is based upon, for our

hypothetical, an unreasoned assumption about the availability
of an AFR.

Is it your understanding of the staff practice

@
that you would still ao permitted to approve the transship-

ment or that what you would have te do is to tell the

Applicant 'We can't approve that because we think that the

independent spent fuel storage facility is - quote --

"obviously superior"' -- unquoto.

A Sticking to the exact limitations you've set on

it --

0 Yes, you should do that. And you understand it

caly commits you to the hypothetical, not to what your view

of the real world is.

A I understand.

MR, KETCUDI: Can I understand the hypothetical too?

Uhat is the part about -- the AFR part?

S b c' Q |,'}
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npbG t tR . ROISMAN: That it's unreasonable to assume

that one will be available when the Applicant believes that

it is reasonable that one will be available.

UITUESS SPITAIXI: I hae to say that my respon-

. sibility would lie in evaluating the proposals. I can't

make that decision. To me, that would have to be raised to

Staff position with regard to that issue. And I can't -- to

my knowledge I cannot respond to say what the Staff will do.

I do not know to say what the Staff would do.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Do you have a judgment as to whether you think

this task considers that the option is open for it to say no

to the transshipment because of the availability of the

ISFSI option?

A (Witness Spitalny) The Staff always has the

option to say no, I believe, but there would have to be

some qualifications or some basis for the Staff to make

the decision. But they are not required to always approve

an application.

I'm speaking independently of impacts.

O I understand.

A And again, this is my understanding. I'm not

speaking for the Staff right now; I'm speaking for myself.

O Okay, that's fine.

You mentioned in an earlier answer the idea that

402 073
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mpb7 that it would taka five years for an ISFSI. You'ra te.lking

about five years from what starting point?

A Design.

O And what's the basis for that?

A Design may taka about a year.
.

Q Ho, I'm corry, I didn't maan what makes up the

ele =cnts of it.

What evidenc:e or experience are you relying an

for making the time estimates that you've mado that maka up

a total of five years?

A Basically I think that experience for construct-

ing such a facility I don't believe could be put up with what

has to do into it in less than -- I'm not a construction

expert -- two to three years.

I'm out of my realm of expertisc. I am speaking

now of what I have known -- what documents I have soen, what

has been relied on, estimates from COE, Stone and Wabster,

independent utilities that have analyzed it, and so on and

, so forth.

I am taking the overall picture from what I have

seen and relying that the average from everything I have

eeen has said two to three years for construction. And thea

putting everything else into perspec.:ivo, it would take

about five years.

Q Mr. Roberts, you were the project manager for
,
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mpb3 the Stone and Webster proposed spent fuel standard design

review, is that right?

A (Witnass Roberts) Yes.

O Do you have a judemtent as to how long you feel

it would take for the construction of that spent fuel
.

storage f acility if 2c.neone chos : a want to buy it from

- Stone and Webster and have it built?

A I believe trat in some of the prepared documents

that I think came from the Applicant on discovery or some-

thing I have seen a Stone and Webster estimats.

O Yes?

A And I believe it was -- and maybe it would be

good to pull it out.

O I think I have it here.

CHAIR!!AN 11IT.TRR: Yes.

He have one, we'll show you, lir. Roberts. It

was an exhibit marked for identification.

MR. ROISMAN: I'm not finding it right at this

moment, but maybe I can avoid the problem --

WITNESS ROBERTS: I believe I do remerter the

number.

The reason I wanted the document was that I think

the statement in the document itself was -- Okay, goed.

(Handing document to the panel.)

CHAIR WI l-tTT.T.rR: It turned up just in time,
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mpb9 Mr. Roherts.

BY MR. 23:S!IA11:

O This is NRDC Exhibit number 10, which was

introduced into evidence for the limited purpose of proving

that it existed.

*

A (Witness Roberts) And I'm going to read a

sentence from the second paragraph of this letter.

"As we have discussed by telephone on

August 18, 1978, we believe that this facility

could be constructed and in operation wir.hin

33 months of an authorization to proceed at

a site with an existing operational nuclear

power plant."

Now the key point here, the reason I tranted this

exact sentence, was that the assumption by Stone and Webster

here is 32 months after they have obtained an authorisation.

That would effectively mean after we have granted them a

license, because we would have had to have gone through the

review process. I'm not going to count in site data and so

forth because I'll make the assunption -- it may be a

little liberal an assumption -- that if it's an operational
site they have essentially pretty well got the site data.

And so we're still talking probably roughly a
year in addition to this 33 months. So we're talking in

the neighborhood probably of four years. In other words,

402 0,76
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mpbl0 Stone and Uebster could possibly cave up to a year.

Now I think we're all aware that this is a site
dependent situation, and there is an evaluation that inter-

faces with the operational plant and so forth. And this

may be s liberal estimato, but scy on the order of four years
.

now as opposed to I think the five year figure that is gen-

erally one that is quoted for something built on a separate
site. And we can see that there would be these other factors
involved.

Q I see.

Now you're basing your answer on what Stone and

Webster has said with the addition of the year or so for the

actual application getting approved. You did not independent-

ly evaluate whether you felt the Stone and Webster 33 month

number was a good one or a bad one?

A That is correct.

O By the way, there was some dispute. Maybe you can

clear it up.

You'll
.

notice the first paragraph of that

same letter, NRDC Exhibit number 10, makes a statement

regarding actions that the imC had taken.

Would you just read the portion of the paragraph

that identifies some NRC action that I would like to ask you
a question about.

A "I an enclosing a brief description of
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mpbll the Stone and Webcter interin spent fuel

storage facility design and the press re-

lease announcing the NRC acceptance of

this design."

Q What actually has NRC done with regard to the
.

Stone and Webster design?

A Okay.

There are tuo actions. This letter was prior

to the second action. I believe I have the particular letters

you're talking about, and I will pull them out.

I believe we have already forwarded to NRDC

some months ago, many months ago, the July 12 letter that

we sent to Stone and Webster which was a' letter of approval

on the conceptual design.

Q liay I see that?

A Yes. Sure.

I re w 4 r getting a telephone request from

someone in your office and forwarding it.

Subsequently Stone and Webstor came back to us
'

and discussed their desire to get port:ons of the standard
~

-

design, which is the report SWECO-7601, the topical rsport

which has the standard design of Steno and Webster. They

were interested in getting into a position where they couldg

reference at least portions of that topical report in any
future site specific applicatien.

4
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mpbl2 So we continued our review and we came up with

@ a second letter, January 12, 1979, which lists sections of

the report which may be referenced, and that's in this letter.

If you want me to say anything further, I will.

DR. LUEBKE: May I ash, is any of this in the

form of I guess you'd call it taka-off drawings?

WITNESS ROBERTS: There are in the SUECO-7601,

there are drawings of --

DR. LUEBKE: Sufficient to go out to an architect-

engineer or whatever and get bi.ds and time estimates? That's

what I call take-off drawings.

WITNESS ROBERTS: Well, I think Stone and Webster

would essentially be their own architect-engineer --

DR. LUEBKE: There are two stages. You have a

conceptual design --

WITNESS ROBERTS: This is beyond the conceptual.

This is I would say very close to an FSAR, and it's actually

so stated I believe in the SWECO report.

DR. LUEDKE: So there's quite a bit of detail.

WITNESS ROBERTS: Yes, right.
.

And it's also stated -- this is off the tcp of

my head, but I believe that Stone and Webster indicated

either in the report or in the letter when they handed us

that report that they were the architect-engineer and

essentially they would be going arounSOqd ut(i Oes.
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mpb13 CHAIR'WI MILLER: Pardon r.o.

What was the date of that first lotucr? Nac

that July?

11ITNESS RO3ERTS: July 12, 1978.

CEAIRMAIT MT~TRR: Thank you.
.

UITNESS ROBERTS: And this lettGr from Stone

and Webster is Septe:vbar 6, '78. So it falls betweca the

two lottors.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Now these two latters that vero sont to Stons

and Wobster, woro they prepared with your participation?

I aco that one was signed by Mr. Sterractocki, and I don't

know, is the second ono also?

A (Witness Robarts) The cacond one is signed

by ma for Mr. Leland Roos.

O But these are docennts which you directly

participatcd in the preparation of?

A Yas.

MR. ROISMAII: Mr. Chairman, after wo ~nava a

break at some later time, I would lika to probably offer

.

these. But I think since we've only got those copiaa,

maybc what can happen is they enn be circulated a=cng any

party who wants to k=cu whether they want them offor3d or

not offared to be able to make their objections.

I also have nr2t raad them.
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Lpbl4 CHAIR IAN MILIER: All right.

Circulate them at the next racera, in about an

hour, and we'll make the reccrd then.
..

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O And I'm not going to ask you any morc ques?. ions

about those right now because I haven't had a chance to look

at them either.

A (Witness Roberta) Okay.

O We're not as big as the Regulatory Staff and

things do get into the office that not all of us see, and

that happens to be one of them.

In the document marked NRDC E:dlibit n.m:bar 10,

the Stone and Webster has also made an estimata of how much
6 ithey thinic the spent fuel storage facility would cost. As

I rammher it was roughly $10,000 per fuel assembly, based

/
upon a standard sise, of something like 2800 fuel assemblies

at a fixed prico - I don't recenbar the number now, in the
~

neighborhood of $28 million.

My question to you is:

Did you form any opinion about whether you felt

that number as to cost was a reliable number?

MR. KETCHEN: Just a minuta,

Before you answer, I want to double check.

Do you know that's the correct number in the

report?
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mpbl5 MR. ROISMAN: I will show the witness so that he

can see it.
.

CHAIRMAN MTT Trrt: Identify it, yes, from the

exhibit.

MR. ROISMAN: All right.,

First I'm going to show the witness attached to

the letter is another letter. Attached to the other lotter

is something called Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility, by

Brian G. Schultz, Project Engineer. And I am now showing

the witness what is the second page with substantive material

on it in that.

And in the bottom I'm directing his attention to
r

comething that describes the sdze of the facility in terms

of actric tons per BWR and PWR.
t i

I'll1staraskthe,bitnessifheagreesthat
that's essentially a 2000 y assembly size.

/
And secondly I'm directing the witness's atten-

tion to the 1*Jter itself which, in the third full paragraph,
/

- gives an order of magnitudo figure for costs are in, and

than lists mid-20-millions for the facility without fuel

racks and five-to-oight-million for fuel racks depending on
MW

the type, design and number.

MR. wa.uiEN: The basis for my int'rjection here

and possibly an objection, in that same docmant I have

another number of 2300. I just wanted to make auro that the

402 082
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mpbl6 record -- I want to make sure that the question is clear.

MR. ROISMAN: I'll just lot tho witnasa make his

own --

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right.

Lot Mr. Roberts --

BY MR. ROISMMI:

Q It would be easier for the record if you could

put it in the contomt of si=o for fuel ast.<mablica rather

thnn in terms of matric tons.

But if you don't have any opinion on the cost,

if you don't have an independent opinion on the question

of the cost --

A (Witness Robert) By an "independemt opinion"

if you mean have they gono through an annlysis or something,
.

the answer is no.
.

Q Well, in terms of the judgment about it.

A Okay, judgment.
,

O Don't give the answer. Ju<n: tell r.e, do you

. ha e a judgment?

t A Yes.

Q Ckay.

Then go ahead and tell us now what your under-

standing is of the physical size of the fuel assemblies, of

the facility they're describing, and of the dollar cost.

A Okay.

/ 402 083
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mpbl7 There is a little situation hora that I should
drop bad and explain there.

In their evaluation or in their report SH2CO-7601,

we did not evalusta any particular rach dasign. The raviewer

that reviewed that did casentially scopo out the capacity

to see if 1300 metric tons UO2 could be storo:1. Ho said

there was no problem. So that's kind of a shifting figuro

here.

Stone and Webster might come in with difforont

rack designs that were more or less compact.

So we have not really 1cohet r.t it in tor =a of

assemblies, but if you taka the figure 1300 metric tons U0 '
2

it works out to about 11.10 motric tons U, and then divide

by about .45 to get the number of PWR anstutblies.

I can do that with a pencil hers or somebody's
calculator. I thinir it's 1150 roughly.

fio that gives you about 7,555 or so assemblien.

O Okay.

. By the way, can you tell 5.0, do you know, is that

1300 metric ton the base number based upon an assumed poison

rack?

A Ho, that was not a poison rack, as I recall. I'm

making the statement -- Let me thin'e a minute.

I'm not absolutely cartain that it was not a

poison rack, but I'm reasonably certain that it wasn't from

_n7
* , \. h
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mpbl8 my discussions with the reviewor.

@ What the reviewer did was go through a set of --

you know, look at some rack design that had been approved

and scope the capacity from that, and then, you know,

checked it off essentially.
-

Q Right.

A An far as I can recall, it was not a poison rack.

And so that would be as far as I could stato the case.
Q All right.

Now how about the dollar number? We've got

about 2550 in terms of capacity with the non-poison rack.

What about the dollar number? What do you understand it to
be?

A The dollar number I understand to be today the

figure that Stone and Webstor is now quoting, which is about
24.4 million. But they're making an assumption that they

would get 1400 merzic tons uranium of fuel in that, so

that they're obviously thinking of a slightly nore compact
rack design.

.

But if you go to - Let's assumo the 24.4 million

and the 2555 assembly, that comes out to about $9500.

O Okay.

Now you said before that you did have a judgmant.
Now we've got the base data in. What's your judgment about

g that number as a cost number?
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mpbl9 A I think it's prchably a rc2:ene.blo number.

O You can relan; I'm not going to be back to you

for a couple of minutos.

MR. KETCHm!: No, ha can't.

(Laughter.)
.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Mr. Spitalny, I'd like to direct you - UcII, first

let me ask a separate question of Mr. Glenn.

Mr. Glenn, you heard Mr. Spitalny's testimony

regarding various I guass head calculations.

Would that be a fair description of them --

A (Witness Spitalny) Depending on which calcula-

tions you're referring to.

Q - of the potenHn1 availability of options in

the futura cort of through the lifetime of Oconco, possible

availability of pin packing, the possibility of availability

of dry storago.

Did you essentially agree with that nnnlysis of

hia?
.

A (Witness Glenn) Yes.

Q Had you dono a co=p m ble analysis, or did you

just talk to him and accepted his?

A No have essentially done independent analysis in

that va kind of knew what each other was doing, but at the

time se=c of these annlyses ucra done we vero about 3000 mi as
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mpb20 apart.

So we conferred, but wo essentially came to como

independent decision.

O Did you do a written analysis?

A No, I did not.
.

Q Ncw, Mr. Spitalny, I'd like to diroct your

attontien to Staff Cthibit 19-B, footnota number 1 on page 2.

A (Mitness Spitalny) Yes.

O Okay.

Would you just read the fcotnoto, ploaso?

A "The date 1995 's chosen as a result of.

NRDC's statement for ch i purpons of selecting

a lower bound for this discussion. The dcto

does not reflect, howevor, a doadlino at which

time Duko will have a spent fuol storage crisia.

Other options which remain available to Duka

Pcuor under today's state of the art technology

vill carry tho:a well beyond the year 2000 with-

- out the need for constructing a new spent fuel

pcol. Thoca alternatives have not been evaluat-

c<! at this timo due to, one, their need la spac-

ulativo at boat, and, two, continuing advances

in the state of the art technology may provido

other solutiono during the next 20 years."

Q Now I just want vary briefly, Mr. Spitalny, for
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mpb21 you to give me the options taat are contained in tha stata-

ment "...other options which remain availabic..." and the

options which y- "arred to in the phrace that bsgins

after the (2) "... continuing advances in th.; state of the

. art technology..."

Would you plcace tell mo which options are in

the "other optiona"? Lat's do that one first.

A Tho other optiona wora tha poican racks, the

ccustruction of the ISFSI, pin compaction, dry storaga,

double ticring.

Q Okay.

- And which of the optiens that are contained in

the phrase ... continuing advances in the state of the artj

technology may provide other solutions during the nert 20

years."

What did you have in mind there?

A I don't have anything in my mind presantly.

I'm saying that it says "may provide other colutions", it

dpesn't cay "will provide".

My feeling is that if you look back 20 years

f ago, what options did we have? We didn't have the poison

racks, we didn' t have pin compaction. Uc waren't sure about

dry storago.

f All I'm doing is saying * bat 20 years hence

there may be, based on what has happened eo far, and the fact
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mpb22 that we have a wanto management program dealing with this,

there may be other uolutions that come about over the

next 20 years.

2B flus

.
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fis Madelen

2b1 obi Q okay, Lot 3: be clear,
c4

? cur tcatimeny la that, among otherc, pin packing

and dry atcragn reprocent tcday:c ctate-of-the-art tcchnolcgy.

A No, they = o not nocessarily representative

8of teday ctate of the art, Thoy cro two alternatives which
,

crist procently which may bo included in today c stato of3

'

the art, but not linited to.

Q Okay. All right.

But they are among options which are in today's

state-of-the-a-t technolcgy?

A Dry storago has been considered for a period of

time.

Q I'm just trying to got a clarificatien co I

understand t(nat you're saying.

A Okay.

O Let me direct your attention, Mr. Glonn, to the

top of page 4 of Staff Exhibit 19-D.

Would you read that paragI.aph just to yourself

and toll me if you fool that, in light of the prosent ciret=1-

stancos, that statement is still an accurato statc=ent?

A (Witness Glenn) Yes, I feel this is still

accurate.

O Is it the cacs that it is still ressenable to

accupe that Duke vill not rarack with stainloss steel racks?

A In light of their very recent approval of their

07 000c u,

we
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ob2 license, it would seem logical that they will now put the

stainless steel racks in. I think they may even have

actually begun that process; I'm not sura,

Q So is your answer to my question it is not reason-

able to assume t!.at they will not rerack with stsinless steel
.

rscks?

A Would you restate the question, pleaso? I'm

sorry.

O Is it still reasonable to assume that Duke vill

not rerack with stainless steel racks?

A It would not be reasonabla to assume that.

Q In the rest of the paragraph you have indicated

that if they didn't crack with stainless steel racks but
_

chose instead to rarack with poison racks, that the pcol would

be sufficiently full that there would have to be some offsite

shipment in order to permit the installation of poison racks.

A Right.

O If they ccmplete the rcracking with stainless

staal racks, will there come a time when that statement will

still be true, that is, that yo, would have to ship offsite

in order to rerack with poison rac.'es even thcugh they had

raracked with stainless rack 27

A That's trua.

Q Will that statomont be true - Do you knew when

the time will ccme, how long after the stainless steel racks

40z r0 n i,i
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eb3 are in?

A Not really, because I don't have a feel for her

full that basin would nava to be precisely, in terms of the

number of - how muce physical space within the basin v:ould

have to be filled.
.

If it's t :~ thirds of the basin physically full

. beforo that, you know, I don't have a feel for thnt number.

C All right.

But we can egree that at some point after they've

rcracked with stainless steel racks, it would still be possi-

ble to roreck with poison racks without tramsshipment, and

that at sano subsequent time, it would not be possible to

rerack with poison racho without scme transshipment? It thz.t

right?

A There will definitely be a decision point seme--

where down tho road whers Duke Ulli have to make a decision.

Q Will have to make a decision if they w nt to

avoid transshipment?

A Right.

Q Okay.

And that vill occur, in your judgment, after tts.

stainless stcol rack has been installed?
,.

A Yes._

O The last phrase of th< paragraphs

"Bowever, the addad cost added to thiss

gg- 0'12
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eb4 licensing action (dollt.rs in man-rem) must be added

to the cost for poison racks."

"This licensing action" refers to reracking with

stainless steel racks?

A Right.

Q What's the point of that statement? What are

,
you trying to convey by that statement?

A What I'm trying to convey is that if Duke were

required to put in the stainless steel racks simply for the

purpose of allowing time and space to iremediately put in

poison racks, that the two costs, both in do11crs and man-

rem, would have to be added together.

O Would it be your judgmsnt that if ono were try-

9 ing to reduce man-rom and reduce dollar expenses, the more

prudent thing to do would be to decide before you do any

raracking that you will rarack with the poison racks?

A If time allows for that decision.

Q I understand.

A Tes.
.

MR. ROISMAN: le. Chairman, I would like to ask

- a point of clarification.

If the Board has in front of it the page we're

looking at, the very next paragraph represents in effect a

summary by these witnesses of testimony that Mr. Carter is

h giving. If it can be understood, as it was on earlier days,
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eb5 that the 2nr:maries of thano witnessas' testimony as it appaars

in other witnesses' testimony ic not -- quoto - "eviden-

tiary" - quote - Uc don't have to go through tile rigamaroic

of moving to strika.

We've goc Mr. Jcrrell here and I will be asking
.

him about the full-coro recorve question. I don't want to

have to also ash Hessrs. Glenn und Spitalny, or challsngo

their credibility or anything on this issue.

CHAIRMAN HTT.TRR: Yes.

Is there any objection on the part of Counsel?

MR. IGTCHEN: Irst me seo if I understand it.

Yes, I believe I will object because, as I

understand this testimony, that paragraph, following the

first paragraph on the page that was being questioned, is one

of the factors that goes into the statements and testimony

in the preceding paragraph.

So to tho extent that they are censidering that

FCR, I think that they are subject to cross-tmarlination, but

I would have no problect with the fact that what Mr. Carter

-says about the FCR ' policy of the Cc:=nirin as reflected here

is the policy.

I just don't understand -

MR. ROISMAN: I thin?t I unders'and.

MR. KETCIEN: I don't want it limited to these

witnesses to say that they can assume that that ir '.he policy.
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eb6 Okay?

MR. ROIS'Wl: RiJht.

My understanding is the witness is free to assu:ce

that the PCR situation is as Mr. Carter's testimony allogos

it to be- af ter cross-e.:mi:ution it is whatever it stands,
.

but that thsy are not independently trying to tell us tdtat

the FCR situation is.

So that the only witness that I have to talk to

about the FCR, ths validity of the FCR policy is Mr. Carter.

MR. NJ.U Fina.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: It may be agreed then.

MR. ROISMAN: That would equally apply then,

Mr. Caairman, to the next paragraph as well.

CHAIRMAN MILY.ER: That would be based also upon

the testimony of Mr. Carter and not upon the independent

judgment of theco witnGsEOS? In t48t corrOct?

MR. KETCHEN Yes, with the qualifications that

are on the record about what the policy is,

CHAIRMAN MILLER: All right. Then it may bo 50

understood.

BY MR. ROISMAN:

O Let me ack you, Mr. Spitalny and Mr. Glenn,

turning to page 5, the last sentenco in the first paragraph,

your referenco to "Esperience has shown," are you relying

upon experience that you yourssives have accumulated, or are
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eb7 you relying upon experience Mr. Carter has accuaulatod?

A (Witness Spitalry) The lact scntance?

Q The last sentenco of tha first paragraph on page

5.

. A Referring to the $500,000?

Q Yes.

A That sentence uns put in hora es a rosult of =y

uncovering documents and just related e:tperiemces that may

be obtained frem other utilities in setting down what their

costs were. I took that figure frcm what I knsv to be the

high number.

Now what I did at that point was contact

Dr. Nach who is the cost-benefit witness, and confirmed with

him that that number was indeed an accurato number, and the

reason he has been brought here is to confinn that that

number- He's the one who worked in that area for the Staff.

Ho can confirm that that 13 an accurate nt@cr.

2bl Q All right.
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WRB/wb

wb1
2B-2 MR. WOISMAN: The next paragraph on page 5,

h Mr. Chairman, the second sentonce also appears to fall within

this category, being essentially beced on Mr. Carter's testi-

mony; unless there is soue dispute about it.

CHAIRMMI MILLER: It appears so.

Does counsel have any objection to that.

MR. KETCHEN: Which one are we speaking of now?

MR. ROIS2 Wiz The second sentence of the secx)nd

full paragraph on page 5

MR. '.GTCHEN: I think I eee what's coming here.

And I think I'm going to have to object to it, because I

think it does depend on Mr. Carter's affidavit but I think it
.

also is the statement of these witnesses, ' Glenn and Mr.

Spitalny of what their basis is. And, to thut e- ent, I
.

would have to object to the further quali. af this

testimony. They are a panel, thin was not a ue.vidual effort

in a vacuum.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: The question is, Are yr ' con-

tending that the witnesses have it within their competency

and knowledge to have independent bases for that statemant

rather than relying upon that of the other identified witness?

If so, they'll be cross-examined; if not, then r.1e examination

would be limite.1 to the witness whose knowledge and experience

was the basis forit.

MR KETCHENs It's in the middle of that. I'm
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7RB/wb2 saying that they hava the co=petence to chcose from their

information what they would establish as the baaia.

CIIAIRMAN MILLER: All right. Ycu may crocs-

c:: amine.

MR. ROISMAN: Let me just be clear, Mr. Ketcheno

You're saying the second paragraph on page 5, the seMence

* hat begins with "As discussed in tha Staff's testimony for

URDC Contantion 5 (T. Jerrell Carter affidavit)," and the

remainder of that, that the foundation for thr.t statement is

not exclusively T. Jerrell Carter's statamant, it is also

some independent /a'tatement by these witnesses?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's what he said.

MR. KETCHEN: Are you asking me that?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes.

MR. KETCHEN: No, I'm saying that that's_their

state =ent in this testimony of their basis, what they relied

on.

MR. ROISMAN: I don't have any problem with that.

.

I just want to make sure that if I wanted to test the validity

of the conclusion t'at the standard design philosophy has

been--

MR. KETCHEN: They tculd say they got that from

Mr. Carter.

MR. ROISMAN: That's all I needed to knew,

MR. KETCHE"d: Let me ask the witnessos: Am I
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wb3 characterizing that correctly? I don' t want to testify.

WITNESS SPITALFl: 'les.

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, looking at page 6,

there's a paragraph in the n.iddla of the pago, the second

full paragraph, that begins "In conclusion," and it is, not

surprisingly, conclusory. It seems to be sufficiently con-

clusory that I think it should bs stricken frcm the testimony.

It's based upon environ =cntal impacts and a lot of other

stuff in tho PCR question, and I think that is a conclusion

'that (a) is to be drawr from ev,idence, not to be part of

evidence, and it depends upen, of course, cross-examination

and an analysis of lots of other pieces of testimony.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Mr. Katchen?

MR. KETCHEN Mr. Chairman, I would object to

that. The witnesses up there have been cross-examined for

hours on this subject mattor and have been asked what their

conclusions were and how they did their review, and so forth

and so en. And it's part of their job to draw conclusicas

and make decisions.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: You may exanine.
.

We are ruling that those are, as stated to be,

urged by the Staff to be the opinion evidsnes of these wit-

nesses who, as represented, are compatant to form such

opinions based on knowledge and information in their possess-

icnr that the staff is entitled to proffer the tastimony, and
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wb4 you are entitled to cross-examino as to the basis for

those cpinions.

4.190 SY MR. ROIS:!AN:

O Mr. Glenn, let m' direct your attention to

.
page 6, the paragraph that begins "In conclusion."

What la your ind2 pendent knowledge for the state-

*

rent thct Nho alternative of transshipmant la reasonablo..."?

A (Witness Glenn) I feel that transahipment is a

ro sonable option and that thero have been many generic

studios done on transshipment that have concluded that the

environmental impacts, other factors considered, are uffici-

ontly small to make transshipment a reasonable alternative.

But in this caso the evaluation of those saco types of cri-

teria also indicated that traneshipment would be reasonable.

, O Were those ovaluations ones that you made or

enes that other people made?

A In one case it was one that I made.

O Which one?

A It was in the Generic Environmental I7act-

Stato: ten'' on Commercial Wante Management, which is nou in
.

draft form.

O That's e Department of Energy publication?

A The Depare ent of Energy.

Q And what does it denote to say that it's in draft

form?
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wb5 A I don't understand your quesL .ono

Q Chat does it mean to say it6 a draft as oppcced

to final? What's the status of it?

A Presently, this week, hearings are being held in

Washington, D.C., which is the first hearing on the draft
.

document And there will be hearings in various parts of the

country. With the final document schedulad to be written
.

April of 1980.

O And is one of the purposes of all those heatings

and comments to test the validity of 'he conclusicna that

are made in the draft regarding the re2conableness of trans-

shipment?

A That would be a very small part, but, yes.

O And do you considor it possible that the data that

will core forward will cause you to change your mind

about the reasonableness of transshipcent?

A For me, personally? To change my mind?

O Yes.

A No.
.

Q You don't see any possibility that your mind

could be changed on the subject?*

A '21ere in a possibility that my mind could be

changed on this subject; however I think it would be remota.

I would have to bo shown vary specific ovidence as tc why

h transshipment was not a reasonable alternative. Maybe not
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wb6 the most acceptable, but a reascuable alternativo.

O Tha statement here, "....rosults in environmental

impr. cts of oqual or less nagnitude...." idhat's the basis for

that statscent?

A An ovaluation of the environmental impacts of

the transshipment determined that thosa wereemall; comparin.g

the environmontal impacts of reracking and determining that
,

those wors also cuall; a cursory 1cok into the environmental

impacts of building an independant spent fuel storage

instel-lation, and detorMning that those were also not be

considered significant, and c stormining that all thesa impac'.a

were essantially, for all practical purposca, of the same

magnitude, and coming to the conclusion that-- Pirst of all,

I unnt to qualify what I say by saying that I'm a consultant

to NRC and what I say doesn't bind NRC. I can't speak for

NRC ancept in that context.

O Iot's just make the record clear on that.

}R . ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I want to state my

.

position that a witness for NRC binds them for this proceeding.

It may not bind then for purposes of anything olse, but the
- witness is proffered as an NRC witness.

MR. KSTCHEN: This vitness cannot bind on conclu-

siens of law.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I don't think we were talking

about questions of law. We're talking about the objection,
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wb7 which is to thecffect of the ataff tendering this witness

as part of a panel and being bound in the testimonial sense

by the tastimony of the witness whom it vouches for.

MR. KETCHEN: What we're saying is, He, as a

consultant, is offered as a witness for cross-e::mitiation

on bobalf of tha Staff.

ad 2B-2

.

O
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2B-3 ebl DY :m. ROISMAN:

O Go ahead. I interrupted you.

A (Witnesc Glenn) That was just my feeling.

My conclusion was that it was an alternative

that could be approved.
.

O Did you independently do the enviror.= ental

analyses of the three things you listed: spent fual trans-.

chipment, raracking, and the curcory look at the ISFSI?

A I have done a cursory look at the ISFSI in that

tLat also is a part of my work on the cosaerien1 wasto

canagement document. That was one of my rasponsibilities

and thorofora, I am familiar with what kind of impacts and

what magnitude those impacts are going to be for the con-

struction of an independent spent fuel storago installation.

So yes, that's the way I looked at the cursory

look at the indopondent spent fuel storage installatien.

As far as raracking, I looked at the impacts

as they relate to exposure, the man-rem exposure that's going

, to be involved in performing that reracking operation.

Q ' Iou mean you looked at numbers that sc:reone

also did, or you produced numbers?

A I looked at cther people's numbers.

O And vare those Dr. Nehcaias' nunbers eccentially?

A Those, and those of the Applicant also.

O And what about in terms of transshipment, did
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ob2 you also there look at numbers by Dr. Hehemias and the appli-

cant, or did you generate your own numbers?

A I assentially generated my own numbers.

O Toll me how did you generate those numbers? What

did you do?
.

A The mmhcra fer transshipment were baced on

various documentation that's availablo as to preceduras on

how one ucrald go abcut evaluating those impacts, specifically

out of NUREG 0170, a document that I relied on heavily.

After traveling that route I was convinced in

my own mind that the NUREG 0170 document coald be applied to

this case and could be used to como up with a rmisenable

astimate of what the impact of transchipment would be on the

public; also on the drivers.

And as far as the loading and unloading of the

casks, the occupational exposure there, I was in contact

with Dr. Eger of the Morris, Illinois, operation for General

Electric to get a feci for what their exposure was for un-

.

loading casks. And I based my numbers, some of my nu=bern

for those particular coorations on those numbers, plus numbers

that the applicant had supplied =o.

O What is your judgment as to what the number is

for unloading, if you just limit yourself to tha Morris,

Illinois, c=perience? What *. ore they showing for -

A They were shewing about- That number was .12
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eb3 man-rem to unload the casks.

Q Does the unloading include getting it off tho

truck and getting the assembly into the pool?

A Right.

O All of that?
.

A Right.

- Q Would you assume that it would be essentially tha

same number for getting it out of the pool and into the cask

and onto the truck?

A Yes, I would.

O What about the driver exposure? Did you have

any- Did you find any experience data that you could lock

to for purposes of driver exposuro?

A imSH-1238 makes a statement that says that-

experience han shown that exposure rates to persons in the

cab of the vehicle is on the order of .2 mr por hour, and

I used that number.

Q You used that nunhar. Okay.

. Let me draw your attention to the top of page
8, Mr. Glenn.

.

In that paragraph the first one says "The'

referenceddocument does not state...." and then goes on.

And in the next two santences it says " DOE

indicates...." and then "DO2 is onecuraging...."

Are the second and third acntences there the
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eb4 statements made based on the doct:ments or statements made

based upon scme direct contact with DOE?

A Based on the document.

O Tha statement at the bottom or - I'm sorry,

Footnote 2 on pago 8, what is the basis for that stateme;nt?
.

In other worda, .,Tt part of the document do you point to
. to support that statement?

A That was soms work that Mr. Spitalny did, and
i

I think it might be better tc ask him that.

O All right.

Mr. Spitalny, Footnote 2 on page 8 of Staff

Exhibit 19-B7

A Ofitness Spitalny) Yes. The reason that that
v:r.= put in thero was to-- We had used-

Q I'm sorry, Mr. Spitalny. I don't vant to know
the reason, I want to know the ocurce. What part of the

document do you point to to support that conclusion?

A That was my cchclusion, based on reading the

, document.

Q What part?
.

A That same section of the document.

Q You moan just the portions that aro quoted in

the previous pase, on page 77

A No, I'm sorry, the first fev pages of the docu-

ment, the first two or three pages of the DOE document.
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eb5 Q Did you at any ti:ce make an effort ta contact

9 officials of the Department of Enortp; to verify whether your

reading of the document indicated in Footnots 2 or in the

paragraph at the tcp of page 3 was accurate or not accuratc?

A Mo, I did not.
,

Q On the botto:n of page 8, the paragraph that beginn

at the botto::1, "The applicant's cocsitmont to nuclear power,"
'

what did you mean by that, Mr. Glenn?

A (Witness Glonn) Any utility that builds 13

reactors han got to be cc:::mittrd to nuclear power.

Q Ars you aware of what Duke's precent plan is

with regard to five of those 13, namely, ts third Cherokee

unit and the thrco Perkins units?

A That's four unitso

Q 1:'s sorry, my mictake, four.

A Yes. I an new awarc of that. After getting to

Charlotte, it was the first thing I heard on the ncus after

I got here. I thought it was very appropriate that they

allowod me to hear it as soon as I got here.

O Duke has a lot of power in Chsrlotte.

(Laughtcr.)

MR. BLUM: They provide nost of the pcwor.

WI M SS GLENN: Thosa units have boon postooned;

they have not been ca m iled.

DY ?Ct. ROISMAN:
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eb6 0 I didn't say they did. I just anked you about

thoca four units. You can say anything you want about them4

A (Witnoss Glenn) Please restate your question.

O I want to know what impact their action with

regard to the four units has on this conclusion about appli-

cant's ccmitmont to nuclear power. Would you say the ecm-

mitment is less in light of that statement?

A Duke has stated that they are going to consider,

from what I've read in the newspaper, if I may qualify it,

you know, that they are going to - they may look at other

things but they have not cancelled their reactors. They are

still committed to them.

They said that possibly there might be a slight

change in their projected power needs, and eo they're going

to delay the units, which is accething that is characteristic

of most reactor facilities. Thero tends to be a delying of

the project.

So I cannot make a concluaica as to whether they

are now committod to nuclear power, loss ccrmnitted to nuclear

power than what they woro. They are still talking about the
.

same units; they are just delaying them somewhat.

O Is it your understanding that the delay of those

four units is an 4.ndefinite one or a dafinite one to a

specific date cartain?

A I do not knc h Excuco me. Irrogardless of
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e07 the fact uhether they are delayed er not, thoro are still

enough reactor sitec availabla to Duko, even without those

four units, that they aro still in the same position.

O As a matter of fact, I was just going to ack

you cbcut that.

The next sentences starts, the one at the bottca

of page 8 and carries over to page 9, starts with "This

position...."

If wo assume for a nceent that the Duke system

is going to cenoist of all the r; actors that are still

scheduled for firm completion datos and we exclude for the

moment the ones that have been indef:.nitely - or that have

baan deferred, it is a trt.a statement that scme place must

be fcund, whether within the Duke cystem er outside of it,

to store the spent fuel that will be generated by those nine

plants? Is that not correct?

A Sece place will have to bo determinsd.

O I'm just talking abcut interin stoa. age, pending
'

ecmo permanent waste dispecal.

And I tako it that it is true that to tha extent

'

that you move the opent fuel frca one of those sites to another

of tin sites, while relieving the probism at site 1, you

increase the probica at site 2 by exactly the number of spent
'

fuel assemblics that you trancfor to it. In that not true?

A That is true.
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eb3 0 And that ultimately at some site, if we assume

there's not going to be z.n interim facility available away

from the Duke sita and that there's not going to be a per-

manent "aste disposal lucility a mila' ale until all the Duke

. plants that we're now talking about have completed their

life, scme place you'ro going to have to got spent fuel pace

for all thoso plants. Is that not correct?

A You are ultimately going to have to find space

for all the fuel, right.

Q Okay.

So whan you state here that:
,

"This position allows them to becemo

independent and self-sufficient in terms of spent

fuel storage capacity in that they are capable of

transfers within their own system."

Isn't it equally true that they are capable of

handling all their spent fuel within their own system without

transfer, simply by the building of an independent spent fuel

storage facility at those sites wharo the pools already

exist, and the expansion of the pools at thoso sitaa
.

where that's possible to hold the lifetime discharge?

Isn't that true?

A That is true.
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23-4 Q Isn't that equally true for every utility in the

S/wbl country; that is, that they are capable-cf expanding plants

that still have not a,1vanced so fsr in ccnstruction to hold

a lifstica supply,and building independent spent fuel storage

facilitios for those t'.at have passed the point of no return,
.

so to speak, and they could stora their lifetimo output

within their own systecs?

A With the n==ber <-f roactors that Duke has, it

allows them more ficsibility in dotermining at what time

they will have to choose options. The actual delay of
'

Cherokee actually allows them more tina to make their deciaion

' because loss fuel is going to be generated at the Cherokoo
,

station.

While what you say, or what you have asked ma in

this series of questions may be true, the decision point as

to when those decisions would have to he made is not now.

O Okay. But let's just get that me thing: You

have said it: %tay be true." It is truo, is it not, what I

have said?
,

A It is true.

*

O Okay.

And ,as point you're attempting to make has nothing

to do with Duke becoming independent and self-sufficient; it

has to do wita your perception of the flexibility available te

Duko versus other utiliffe'o 31fthaytfRte"? Q pg g i

-
-

k ) 7I Ia,dnbL-
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WRB/wb2 A Duke can maintain their independenco through tho

various alternrtives available to them. I 5a calculated

tt .t with - wei ~ , my numbe..: ;;1udes all th-3 reactorso BCt

with pin compaction and all the other alternatives that are

,
available to Duka as stated in tir. Spitalny's testimony, they

could conceivably net ever need to build an indopendant cpent

-

fuel storaga installation. But it is an alternativo that's

available to them. And I've answered your questians in the

context that you asked them.

O I should hope so.

A So - you know, you ask:d me a question that

requirt. : a very definite answer, and I gave you that answere

O That's what this is all about, Mr. Glenn. I'm

trying to ask them precisely and you're trying to answer them

precisely. I appreciate your doing that.

But my point now is that I'm trying to just

understand, and I want to be clear: the thing you're

focussing on that makes this applicant unique is not its

ability to become independent and self sufficient: that's

something which you acknowledge all the -- or that you feel

all the utilities should do; it's that Duke has, in your

judgment, more ways of getpi 2)g to be independent and self
sufficient than, perhaps,M 'h4 ly had two reactors,

[] $ nr
'

Is that the thrust of what you're tr-i /I/j#c,
A I've got to be perfectly candid and 11%y
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wb3
your questions are long enough that I forgot what the first

i

part of it is while I'm trying to think of what to say about
the accend part of it.

MR. IIES: CHEM: You're not alone, Mr. Glenn.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Mc'll have it rephrased,
. Mr. Glenn.

NITNESS GLEME: I apologise. That's no reflection
on you. I lc:s track of what you say.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: We'll have it raphrased, please.
BY MR. ROISMAN:

0
You are focussing on something you consider unique

with regard to the applicant; is that correct?
A (Witness Glenn) Unique in the number of reactors

that they have available. There's only like two or three
other utilities that ars-

0 I don't have any quarrel with'that. I'm just

trying to get clear what it is you r.ean that is unique about
them.

And do I understand that what it is that is unique

about then is that they can beccme independant and self

sufficient with more flexibility than a utility that merely
had two sitos with three reactors?

A
If a utility only has two sitas their ability to

tranaship is quito limited, simply because of the number of
facilities that they have.

Another reactor-- Another utility
is going to be quite reluctant to accept fuel, to jeopardize

??'& fn 7 , c~, .
,
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wb4 their storage for the aid of another utility.

Sc. therefore, I'm saying that just because of

the physical number of reactors they have, and the way they

are ccming on line, it allows them a great deal of ficxibil-

ity, and it allows the.m to use a significant - to have avail-

able to them a significant number of alternatives that they

can coneider at any ci time,, and t at is not a cut-and-

dried.... There's no': a cut-and-dried solution to what Duke

should do. You can't ssy at this point that Duke should do

this for the rest of the life of these reactors: that in

itself limits Duke.

O But let me see: I'm trying to get the comparison.

You va made a comparison here between Duke and other util.8

ities. Are you saying that a utilitar with only two sitas

doesn't have the same finxibility that Duke has with the

potential number of sites, wa're looking at five sitos?

A Yes.

O And that for theutility with anly two sites the

transshipment option is not as viable?

A I wouldn't say that it is not as viable. This

situation that Duke is in affords them e. ore of an opportunity

~

to use the transshipment alternativo, just because of the way

the reactors are coming on line.

As I stated before, we've only analyzed for 300

shipments, we haven't analyzod the transshipment impact for

402 115
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wb5 anything more than that.

Q You're talking now about the environmental cost

of thoce impacts?

A Yes.

O Icn't it true that a utility that, lot's say, had

a sito with throc reactors at it and anothar sito with tuo

reactors, and just assuro for a mocent that at the first site

they are older reactora and that the sito with only two

plants is a relatively-now cao, that if its older planta are

beginning to fill up their storago space,that for that plant

the oppertunity to transchip to the newer plcnt is as much of

a flonible opportunity as it is for Duko to have all of
.

those sites; that is, it can reliove its problem at Plant 1,

2 and 3 by shipping to Plants 4 and 5?

A Yes.

Q - And la the thing that makes it lesc advantageous

to Duko, is that when 4 and 5 reach the point that they're

'
getting full, 1,2 and 3 have aircady reached the point where

they're full, and that utility is then forced to have to

look at an independent spent fuel storage facility; wo will

assuto for a =ccent it has exham ted the raracking, pin

packing, and other things you ro talking about; that it's8

got to look at either off-sito storage er indopendent spent

fuel facility storage at the site where it he the need for

I
@I d (g ,1:". 3 ,' q !1,'. 7:j.e ., ,

47S G fs_
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wb6 A If they havs e :hausted all of their alternativos,

including pin packing, at tha; point a utili*.*/ would have to

consider the uco of independant facilities, whether they are

government-owned or privatoly" owned.

,
Q Okay.

And what you'ra saying about Duko is, if Duke

abould reach that point via-a vis its ship =ent from Oconaa

to McGuire and then the two pools at McGuire and the two

pools at Oconee begin to get full, what puts it in the uniqua

position is, it can go to Catawba; is that right? That's what

makes it difforent from our hypothetical utility?

A That would make it different,yeso

O Okay.

And that, from yotir perspective, is an important

difference? I mean, you said "....in a unique position

available to very few utilitics." Is it that characteristic

you feel is the unique part?

A Yas.
._

-

CHAIR!mN MILLER: Is this a convenient point to

have our morning recan37

MR. ROISMAN: If I could ask just about t to more

queetiens?

CHAIRMAN MI R: All right.
N

-[ ) 6''; /.m. ...BY Mh ROIS -

. YT '|;?' $ f] | ; I ' | ~, * n , ,
Q And when the Catauba a il the picGuirst a' 'nd'thoU

, *; :f. ,v~u q.
*

*%W
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wb7 Oconeo pcols are filled, tha availability of the Cherokee

pools makes -- that's more of a uniqueness; is that correct;

about Duke?

A (Witness Glenn) Yas.

O And, finally, when those pools are full, the
,

potential availability of the Perkins pool is a part cf that

uniquanoss; in that correct?

A Yas.

MR. ROISMANs That's fino.

CHAIRMAN LMR Okay. It cana out right.

Okay. We'll have a raccas.,

(Recess)

g fis

k h h E d ,r u n, n:, .
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.1RB

2e elb CHAIRMAN MILLER: Let's go.

Two things we'd like to take up preliminarily.

First of all, tia've baan checking our mutual scheduloc as

well as the statements that Ccunssl made yesterday and it

looks as though about the only cuan week whare we have a
.

window would be the week of August 6th, the 6th through the

10th.

Would you check your calendars and see if we

have anything that's absolutrly prohibitivo, boccuno almost

all the other datos, wo run into conflicts and they are too

difficult.

HR. BLUM: For the escord, Mr. Chn4 man, I will

have to withdraw as Counsel for CESG on the last day in July

this year, since I'm going to be working for the North

Carolina Law Conter.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, you explained that to ua.

We regrat losing you. We appreciato your being hora and for

that reason, we have granted Icava for you to crosse ramine

the panel, since you probably wn't have any futura oppor-

tunity.

I take it you'll probably want Mr. Riley, who

is representing himself anf the organization, to take over

upon your withdrawal. In that ccrrect?

MR. BLUM: Yes,:cir.

Y
CHAIRMAN MTT1RRbvledvewillbe(franted.forthat

-

14 (4Q
'

;
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eb2 punese.

h Mr. Blum, you may examine the panol.

MR. KETCHEN: Did you want to get our responses

to the schedule?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I was aseuair.g you could make

it.

. MR. KETCHEN: One qualification on the week.

Would the 5th be a travel day and -

CHAIRMAN M.TII:ER: No, we're trying to do it now

in five days, you see, so allow travel on Sunday, much as

we dislike to, in order to have the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and

10th with the hope we can at least finish then, and close our

record. And nobody can guarantee us that if we travel the

6th, we will be through the 10th.

MR. MC GARRY: Uculd you like to hold it in

Washington?

CHAIRMAN MTT.T2R: I'd love to, but I vculd have

to have a unnni m s stipulation as to that.

I *M nk Mr. Riley is unavailable for a Washington

hearing. Isn't that correct?

MR. RTTRY: If one of the parties is inclined

to provide the expensos for my participation, it might turn

out to be cheaper all arcund.

CHAIPJtl.M MILLER: Off the record.

h rece'rd.).(Discur;b': ff
Gk3ca @ % .402
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eb3 CHAIRMAN MILLER:. Back on the recordo,,

g We'll continue to give thought to the matter,

but as far as the date is concerned, the Board will announce

and we will enter an appropriate order.

Consider this an oral order, that this hearing
.

will resume, the evidentiary hearing will resume on August

6th and will run for a week, a verk week, through *:he loth of

- August. The place perhapa may be a little more definitively

set at a later time, but those will be the dates.,

MR ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, are you making any

ruling with regard to the opportunity or lack of opportunity

for the parties to present additional testimony at that time,

other than the minor additional testimony that we've all been

allowed to present in the form of some further direct

examination of a witness?

I have in mind particularly statements that

Mr. Tourtellotte had made about what the Staff might do or

might not do.

We had a discussion yesterday about this GAO

document, Chairman Hendrie, and North Bateman at DOE. Are

you in any way addressing that question new?

CHAIR W MILLER: No.

While I think of it, one question I will address

now.

In the fM|<:: urb [\|And :in dhp d dtherhO,. EE3
i. 3 's . 2 f:. n / e ..

'

g u[en umausMQk
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eb4 involved in, direct written testimony prefi3ed shall be in the
form of questions and answers. We can handle objections a

little better, and it's a good reminder for both Counsel

and witnesses of the form. And I think this may help ovary-

body so we don't get int 7 this problem that you have with a

narrative.

So if you'll have that in mind if thero be

future testimony in this case, at any rate please cast it

in the Q-and-A form.

Now do you wish to censider at this time addi-

tional testimony, or do you want to complete the cross-

examination? Maybo that's uhat we had better do. Let

Mr. Blum have his opportunity, and then in an hcur or so,

we'll probably suspend this hearing and we can discuss those

matters.

Mr. Blum, you may ptweed.

BY MR. BLC4:

Q Mr. Spitalny, is it your consideration that Duke

has already built a spent fuel storage facility at Catawba,
.

or is in the process of building that?
A (Nitness Spitalny) To my understanding, Catawba

is on the order of 50 per=ent conatructed.

O Ynen yea did your study for the Environmental

Impact Appraical, I think you - is it true that in the back
of your head you were considering Catawba as a repository

402 122
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eb5 for cconee and McGuire fuel?

A Not as a reposito f; as a continuing option.

O As a spent fuel storage facility for Oconee

fuel; isn't that it?

A Yos.

Q That was in the back of your head?

A Yes.

O And it's fair to say then that you were con-

sidering- Or is it fair to say that you were considering

that Duke had already committed itself to building a spent

fuel storage facility at Catawba which could be used for

Oconee fuel?

A Duke had committed itcoif to expanding the pool

at Catawba. It was my beliof that it was for the stcrage of .

.

Oconee and McGuire fuel, but it would not be an irreversible

THay are not ccamitted to put Oconec and McGuireem v or.

_nd Bloom fuel ia it.

.andon fis

.c
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3WEL/wel 1

Q You mado some montal calculations about what they

coald do for the year 1991, I think?

A Ho, I have .made scne written calculations. I

have acca written notes that c o on even bayend that. I don't

have all my notes with ma for the purposes of this testimony.

I have spoken verbally, frca calculations.

Q Through the year 1991 how many cpent fuol storage-

ozcuso ca.

How many spent fuel assemblics will have to bo

shipped if there is no further pcison raracking?

A The number is on the ordor of - I don *t have the

e=act nu=ber hero - but the number is, I believo, on the

order of about 2,000 assemblies. But I'd liko to roserve

that, if you want to pick on it, I'd like to calculate it,

or find what the correct utmbre is.

Q Well, that's about . . . that's fineo

So in 1991 isn't it trun that both oconee and

@Guire, without any further pool expansion, would have to

be shipping all their future prcduction to Catawba for
a

storage?

A Without any further expansion, yes.

O Ware you present for the calculation of the

accident rate of about .02 accidents per 300 ship =ents?

A I was present for that. I don't know if you

have recordsd it properly. 4[]] |

fl O %
W dk'u$1)YM $T@|ihip:m,"? :]n py .1u % Q ~fi
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Q I was going to ask you if you can accept that

figurco

A That was being - I followed it when it was being

done, when the calculation of that number was being done by

the transportation panel, and I would like to let then

respond to that, that area. I was present when they discussed

- it, and I did follow what they did.

O You don't cons?. dor that a portion of your expertico,

at all?

* A Accidant analysis, transportation?

Q 70n , etz, .

A No.

,; Q What wa:s the sourco of your consideration of the

i routine radiological exposure during transportation in tho
|-

EIA?: ,

,1 -
1

y A What was the sourco - would ycu rapact that,

b|#
j . uaane?
1,

i. O Yeso You have a whole section -

I!
] A Just tell me what you're referring toe

!'

| 0 You have a whole section 6, isn't it, that

considars - no - Section 5 - that considers environmental

impacts, in part during transportation?

A N t's true. Now, please repoat the cuestion.

Q Ubat:s the source of cll that? Wero did all

@ that materini e fres? 4 {} } }]

Vn :% (O -
.

L b u[:. .d.,(/N'{,Q n e,J f_., n ~, -OQ!N : c > , ., u 4 .

'
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A These ware calculations which uare done -- we

assumed a source term, shipping of spent fuel acaemblics which

had a burnup of 36,000 magmfatt days on it.

O All right. Tell me what the source torm is.

A In the Appendia, I believe there's a tabla which

has the sourca terms. A-32, A-31.

Again, these calculations were done by Mr. Glenn.

He used the H.P, health physicist. But thnt's the source

term, is page A-31.

Q Mr. Glenn, did you r/11culato a source *m of

curios, by the way, for 270 day old fuel?

MR. KETCHEN: Do you have a copy of that docitmnnt,

Mr. Giann?

WITNESS GLENN: Yoo. I P-M it. He's referring

to not the correct page. The source term for transportation

accidents is pago A-32

BY ML BLUM:

Q No, I'm talking about the transportation without

accidents at this point.

A (Witness Glenn) Rephrase the question, then.
,

O What is the -- you have a valus in curies for 270

day old fuel, cna assembly, don't you?

*e ll, first of all, no, I do not. In exolanation,A e

the routina transportation doses were calculated based en the

@
regulatory lim.: of 11 mrum pur hour, 2 maters.

4Uc )m7g,r
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Q ' bro motors from the edge of the truck, or -

A Yes.

O Okay. So you didn't ovar figure out hcw many

curies are actually involved in one spent fuel assembly, is

that true, Mr. Glenn?

A No, it's not. I have a copy of a computer run
,

.
done on the ORIG'3 run that calculated the curies per motric

.

ton, and I can take that numbor and relate it to a fuol
-

assembly.
,

Q Did you ever do that?

A I never specifically did that, no.
pi

Q Have you read Garrick's papor, Dro Garrick8s paper-
' MRo scwn.td: Mr. &M man , I'm going to havo to

object to this lins. We had the cask panel on last Saturday.

Mr. Glenn was up there. I believe that 'do opportunity for

cross in this area was availablo, and I can't recall directly

but if ho didn't ank Mr. Glenn questions at that time, I

believo he should have.

Ucv we're going back, I beliove, into that same

subject matter, and going to repeat it again with this

switneca. Ho was on that other panel, I agreo, but if wo

want to talk about that, I + hink wo should excuso this panel

and bring - if they're here, I don't oven know whather or

not they'ro hero - bring the other guys back. Sc=o of +be

are. e ..;s
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But if wo want to go back into that araa, I think

thoro should be scr::s limits based on cu=ulative and

repetitious and those kinds of bases.

CHAIRMAN FTTTRR Ar3 you going to be cumulativo

and repetitivo, Mr. Blum?

MR. DLUM: No, sir. I have overy intention of

. not doing so.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Very well. Proceed.

We're giving a cc..tain amount of leave. This is

the last opportunity. Wo do have discretion, I think, and

we will grant him leave now, because of the circumstancos.

| MR. BLUM: My understanding is this is the tirio
i

to ask about the environmontal impact assosm::ent, and theco
c;

are the gentler..en who are now precenting testimony on that.

MR. KETCHEN: As it relatos to one of your

[ contentions.
o

I[:
CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, tha relation to any matter

:

L he has an interest in. This panel, at least in part, is

supporting scma of tha analyses and conclusions that pertain-

; to the enviremantal impact appraisal, Mr. Kotchen, aren't

they?

MR KETCHEN I was eming to that. It came up

yesterday at one point, and I wanted to interrupt Fe.

Roim-an Sat he wasn't at a proper point in his crcss thatc

he would allow that, and I didn8 to at into ito

nQhi.sd hkQElenn n -
6 M 9d t_'.jyp'"h -'y{).2._j.h
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wel G

Lut I vanted to indicate that we havau't offered

that ZIA, prepcred under Mr. Spitalny = directicn, yet, and8

wo haven't bean through the dril.1 of updating it. And I

Uantsd to point that out to I% Reimmn. Wo haven't been

. through that proceso. Sc=e of that is true, yes, but --

CHAIZ!AN !ELLER: Wall, I'm aure you'll do it,

'

and we'll allow you to rio it, Mr. Kotchon, becauco -

MR. KLTCHEII: Yes, some of it is true as it

rolates to r.he contention. The EIA vill at a Inter *ine

coco in in the esco in chief.

CHAIminN 14TtT.En: Well, the EIA is coming in at

sc=a point. I naan you're required to offer it, and you

intend to do co.

HRo KETCHEN: Yes, airo

CHAImiAN I4TLMR: Very tmilo You nsy enamine.

BY HR. DLUM:-

0 Mr. G1m n, is it fair to say that the CIA relies

on the cen 64 e nt by the cash and the retention by the

cash during tramport of all radioactiva substances?

A (Witncsa Glonn) Yes.

Q Fcr instanco, en A-32, uhora ycu calculata - or,

yr:u hava listed cut your cource terms for - I guoes that

9:culd be Tablo A-9, the transpor W don cccident cource term,

this figure, the cask over-preocuri:ation figure, these
@

figuresarebaseden.1porcont}%t%jI:hhf/ciski;c%am;r.,,,oc7.4ntG. ( |yI
I$b| ?% ,% ? ,

cif
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A Picano, cculd you ntart over again? The outsida

racket caught my attontion.

Q Chay. Poforring to Tablo A-9, page A-32 of the

Environmantal Inpact Appraisal, the colum:2 of figuros refers

to your calculation, or your assumption, that .1 percent of

the coolant trould be released, is that true ?

- A For cash over-prossurization?

Q Yes.

A Righto

Q All right.

So that if, under circumstancos that hava

previously been considored, 100 percent, or close to that,

of the contents - the coolant contents - ware released,

those figures would be multiplied by a thousand Elman?

A If you assumed that 100 percent of the coolant

was released you would have to multiply thoso numbers by

1000
4.

n
"

Q What was your sourco of infoz:aation about oztra

. severa collision? What did you uma in that?

A What was my sourco of information on the e=tra

severe collisica?

O Yes.

A You mean my referencs for the torms that I used,

or -

[[S N O O, v, t- -,(b
!,*
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A (Pauca.)

Q Well, let me ask ycu: Was it UUREG-170?

A This accident is erplained in ETASH-1238 Alco it's

an uccid at that uno ce. in the c ncreial wasta :nnagement

decurent 2ct I referred te, tho ganoric environmental impact

-
statemt on ccercial ' eneration of wastes.g

O Are you familiar with the docunont called, "An
'

Assoasmont of the Rick of Transporting Spent Nuciocr Fuel by
.

> j'; Truck,a E"<25807

9

ji A I've probably scen ito But I'n act familiar with-

g h.Iito
i-

!. O I'm not sure what the record shws on this, but
t

|.

are you familiar with Dro Garrick'o testinony and written

(.- raport?
,

!

) A No.
i
h

|i O Ycu haven't reed that?
U
l'

A No.
|

MRo BI RI: Since there appocrs to bs adcTate H m,

!

- [ in the interval betvcon nce and the next hearing, I would
t,

li'to to ask if Mr. Glenn could read that report, :hich is

part of this racord, because there ara some questions abcut,,
!

the asm:=ptions that we'd like to ask him at that ' rim, at

a future timeo

MRo m"CHEU: Mr chni m n, I'm going to cbjetzt

@ to eme, I m., .

. jjj h, . |~! r_; a d 63 P ' ."-

. ' r.. _
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CHAIRIIAN HILLER: It does seem doubtful, Mr. Blum,

that you can compel a witness to read ar.y+hing you want him

to read. You can ints.nogato him reasonably, but I don't

think you have the right to convert him into your witness by

.

directing him to read something so that you may than cross-

examine him on it.

MR. BLUM: Well, I think he's indicated soco

familiarity with the document already, but I don't see any
point -

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Well, if he's used it in any of

his conclusions, and if it' relevant some way -

WITNESS GL3NN: Excuse me. I did not say that -

I said I know of the document that he's referring to, and

I said I was familiar with it - I said I was aware of the
docent but I had not -

; CHAIRMAN MTT.T.nR: Yes, that's what I understood
,

the testimnny to be, that you had a passing facu.11arity with,.

it, you may have seen it, but you didn't really recall what,

3 it said or didn't use it in any of your testimony or
u.

I preparation thereof, if I understood you correct 1'y.
I

WITNESS GLZNN: That's correct.7

CHAIRMAN MT7T.RR So, in that event, I don't
,

believe you hevo the right to co= pol him oto read it. If

you wish to put on evidence that his lack of familiarity

with it comehow affects his orportise, that might be another

kO2
poc p ,- -- -

i
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nattor. But that's a wholly different area.

MR. KSTCHEN: Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, I might

point out that I thought that P.c wacu't going to be back

here, anyway. So . . .

MR. LLGi: I'm not, but CESG contintes to be.

CHAIR:917 MILL 3R: Uell, the crganization -- I

guess it's a corporatica, isn't it?-

HR. RIIZi: It is.

CHAIEMAN MTTJRR: In that event, it's imrortal.

(Laughter.)

All right. You nny proceed.

MR. BLt24: Its purpose may cease to e: dst.

g BY MR. BLE!:

Q All right. It's safo to say that you didn't roly

en that doce.cnt in any way in preparing the Envirom nntal

'

I= pact Appraisal, is that true?

A (Witness Glenn) That is a safo state:: tat.

O nowe do you rely a acca point en the analytical

ovaluations of the NSF-4 or the MAC-1 casha that have

bacn perfor=ed by varicas groups? Is that trus?

A That is true.

C And did you censidor any physical =cana of

release of the contents of the caek, other than accidant er

cabotage by high explosivos?

@
A No. That's not witb4 %,C, ?reahof ::rg ,cvaluation.s: ,rp p y . n ,9 - , . , , ,v.

. b .n ,:$ $ & u , r | |b o . , 2 ::
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Q Did you censider the accidental penetration of

the noutron chield in your eniculations of radiological

concoquencas for the EIA?

A Loss of the neutron shiold is considered on pago

,

34, 6.1.2.

IG. KSTCHEN: Wou'.d you give no that again?

- WITNESS GLa m: 6.1.2, pago 34.

BY MRo BLUM:

O Can you givo me a ocurce tor = for the neutron

shield water at equilibrium?.

A (Witnans Glenn) Zoro. Easentially zero.

O What does "onsentially" mean?

A The activation of water by this typa of a neutron

flux vill produce very little, if any, coanuroable radio-
;

i activity in that water.
i.

i '! O How about tho borntas and the ethylono glycol
h

i; in that solutiono
!!

A You'ro talking about a fairly low dess rata in...

this caso, as far as neutron activation studios would goo:,

I:

And it is my opinica that thoro would be very little radio-

activity in that liquid.

Q Did you consider - do you know what would happen

to the contents of the neutron shield if a rifle bullet vers

fired through the shield omrnlopo?
.

A What would happen to the water?' ~ ^ - - - -

p 4

,a x .{.f 4 h-| ,,(- -
s
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O Yes, sir.

@ A I inagina it would ccma back cut ths holo.

Q All right<-

Lcoking at the EIA, Soctica 5.", do you have -

.

you hava a statement th m that no known - I'm not suro who

is responsible for it, but I'll ask thia of both of you -,

!

czcuse ma, it's 5.1:j

"No kncun laaking eleront trill be shipped from

Cconce to McGuir 3."

A (Witnses Glenn) It's my understanding that there

are varicus prc=edurec within the reactor that they can tell
,

'
where a leaker is in the coro, that they would be able to

then sample those assemblica to 300 if thera may be indead

a locker.

Thoro's not a fool-prcof,100 percant measurement

of each fual assenbly as it comes cut of the reactor, to

soo if it is laahing or not, but thero are =othods to

datam4nn - to limit tha nue.c of fuel assodslics that

would bo laaking.

Q Did you consider, with regard to, Scy, the

shipacnt of leaking fuel elenents, Duke Power's past

infraction record en incpsetions and evaluation =?

A We assumed that the asca=bly that uas shipped was

leaking. If that ascerbly wac not leaking, the ccurce term

in the water that would be released uculd be on ths
'

: .,

J
,

402 135
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order of the ma.Timum permincible concentrations of water for,

h I Salieva it's - I'm great with 10 CPR -- it'a 10 CFR -

wall, scne sect 3"n there. I believa it's Appendix B, Tablo

1. These nurA.ra would be essentially on that order, and in

.

that case the impacts that are listed hare for theca

accidents would be truch lowe.: than what t. hey are.

O Aro you talking about maximum fuel pool water, or

mnvimum releases to a lake?

MR. KETCHENs Excuse me. Did you haar the

question? I didn't understand. Nas there a last part to

the question, something about a lako?

WITNESS GLENN: This la the type of -

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Excuso me -- cno at a time.

Are you making an objection, Mro Ketchen?

MR. KETCHEN: No, I just want to make sure that

he heard the question. I didn't.

CHAIRMAN H m RR All righto Ra-fraca the
i

questica, ao the witneno endarst:ma, the question..

BY MRo BLUM:

Q Nithout rofarance to 10 CFR Gection number, I was

wondering if you're ecmparing it to the radioactivity of

fuel pool water or discharge - water that's discharged into

a lake or river, from a reactor site.

A (Witnans Glenn) I belicvo this type of a number

that I'm referring to would ba the number that vcu be j } g
p, e.es p. e m s %, .. , ,,

. n :7 .,1 m-- . , ,;

- ~k ?k a; ..g,r
.. . u a:,
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allowad to be released into the effluent from the reactor,

like into seme kind of a san'.tery -

Q A holding tank?

A No. It's a ralenuable limito Ih1 hind of ...you

kno 7, I don't havo tho regulation in frcat of me. I don't

rnmnhor enactly what it saya.,

CHAIm!AN HILLER: 11011, if you're going to go into

it, lot him 1cok at the rogulation.

WiTHESS GTRal: All I'm caying in that these

.

nunbars aro very low numbora that you'ra going to como up

With. Tharefora, a fuel pool that*n at equilibrium with

the kind of experience that you would coo in a fuel peol,

it's the kind of numbers that G3 reports for-their fuel pool.

It's the kind of numbora that various reactors ra; ort for

their fuel pools, if they haven't rocontly had a refueling

operation.

B'1 HR. BLID1:

O Mr. Spitniny, whan you considered all tho options

available to Duho, there is, of courso, - well, we new know---

or is it true that wo now know that fhnro is a serios of

options that would allev than to storo all the fuol generated

by Oconoa at econoo? Isn't that true.

A (Witness Spitalny) A sorica of options, assuming

nine, Iceking at it, is that they are to becceo available,h
10 . au \ d,

_

,G. fih m ,,

f ]] O ,; ] di5) Q | | y n $ ; [ |,,j., ,,A Di|t 0 h.]O |yj
% m,
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0 Well, having rcracked with high-density racks, thay

can new rerack with poison racks?

A That's true.

O And in the interim * a that that would give them,

they could now build an independent spent fuel storage
,

facility?

A h t's right.

O or ; hey could wait a couple years and see what

happens with pin compaction?

A That's true.

O So that reracking trith poison racks at this time

would give them a couple of years, at any rato, to consider

future technology, isn't that true ?

A That's a true stab ~ent.

Q Thsre is no need at this time to tranaship to gain

space in the pool for any reracking, isn't tha.t true?

A True.

O In scree of this testimony you're giving a figure

- of $36,000 per fuel assembly for an independent spent fuel

storage facility?
.

A I believe the number is $30,000

O $30,000?

A Yec.
L s . .1 n n !

That would be en paghIbid[o@f! N.., /,a'd F!
d u b' %here did.t.hatibi1M 411b Wd!L

O

@ 72 WJ
figuro ecma fren?

An7 i ? [14GL i ~) '
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A That figure is baced on a number of studiso uhich

have beon done, evaluating the cost of building an independcat

cpent fuel storage inacallation..

So=o of the examplcc where those nr.=bers hava

cesc frca, to start with, Duho Pcrer Ccapany hac estimated
,

the cost of an 25FSI at $34,500 an essembl'. D03 -f

O Is that the cource of the mmhor?'

A No, I was ccn'4 aningo Z said thers wor 3 a nu=her

y of studies.
!!

DCZ has actimated in their documents in the mid-;,[
,

20s, 22 to 24, I can't roally say, thousand dollars per,

1

0
ii assembly for the construction of an indogendent spent fuol
v

.; otorage installation.
,

t
. 4

J Thors was a study dono by L2IB Asocciates Ltdch
,h

]; was donc for UEDC in which they have como up with the number

.rr.
t of $21,000 per assenbly. That was a 1973 atudy, ao that

3
jj nr::bar should bo occalated to put it in perspective to '79

,- figuras, which would cove that up on the order of 023,000-

- $24,000 en ancm klye

Q Well, do you hava any other figures that arc

030,000 per ascenbly, other than Applicant 8c?

A The DOE numbar, when it was obt'4-"d, uns - I'

_ . . i.

have the docu= ant hero, but I forgot the datop.p[ddicsuar[cos)
\

,- 9 ' k3
I think a couple of their decnenta cm::sfoutg[j/ h,b'dQ1yT1uk$4b:ir

( j y vm* gyphand Docenhor of 873 Basically; N' figurcs veuld now M'

402 17
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oncalated alco.

Wo '. ave -- what I has said is tha construction of

the ISFSI rangen upw trd to apprnrhtoly $30,000. Actually,

I cou'..I have said ranges upwards to $34,500, becauso the

highest I've seen is Duke'3, I did not say that that is the.

.>ost estimata. I just said it ranges to $30,000 as a number

'

to select, as a -

0 Why didn't you put ranges down -

MR. asnanid: ifait a minuto, new. Are you finichod?

WITNESS SPITALNY: I was going tc continue.

My Tablo, which is Staff Number 13, which was a

comparison of altornatives. Altsrnative number 5, which is

the construction o2 an ind!apendent spent fuel storage instal-

lation, the Staff number is $25,000 That was based, becauso

I did have more documents that showed in the rangs of the

mid-twenties. My stat - nt on page 6 of 19-C merely says,

" ranges upward to approximately $30,000."-

BY MR. BLGir

Q Why didn't you say, "rangen fann $10,000 to $30,000?'

A (Witness Spitalny) Because I don't think it ranges
.

from $10,000 to $30,000, and in that contsxt -,

Q You heard Mro Roberts a half an hour or an hour

ago say that the Stone & Webster proposal at $9500 per

assembly was ransonable.
Qii' . p ,g,,

I believe Mr. Radort;s;m p!Wcontihued(to cuy;that that(
il b; G - : ,s,. s C. FJ

.

A
" w auu n. . u s y,..,_t_ g

402 140
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wsa net for an independent facility which had to supply its

own :rfstema, ir.c own coolin c3 its cun radwasto systc=, its

c'.rn vsntilatica, and was an independent facility. That did

rely on a parant facility.

O Uall, a semi-independant opent fuel atorags

facility at Ocenas could rely for many of its corvices on,

i

a parant facility, isn't that truo?.

b
-a A Yes, it could.

L

.

JL KETCHET: Ara you going to ask him what his
s

dafinition of a nomi-paraanant, whatavar it ia, facility,

n is, or not?

WITNESS SPITAIJrl: If I cculd clarify what I

nnMerstood it to bo, the figure which I < tm up with earlier

for expanding Catawba, for e:tamplo, which was a physical

expansion on the order of $4000 an assembly, to the order of

building sonai-hiner completely separately, which Duho estbtes

at $34,500, I an only saying it's semi-independenec falla

senc?: hora betwaen all of these things, from tha crtrame of

the $4000, being cc::rpletely relying on everything there, to

the other extrans of completoly building scenthing antirely

now.

BY MRo BLGi:

Q Now, onpago 51 of the 2nviw e tal Impcct

AnpraIsal, you have several figures that go to the point that

. 60 D F f i Rd' E4 N$ the construction of a Opent fe.., 9 sqs1, facility dighttbc @t",dd d9 000]dd W
[hQgj d$ kjhNi N

e
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$10,000 or $7,000 or $12,000 I don't understand what caused

that to double in a period cf si: =caths.

A (Witnoas Spitalny) Nothing has caused that to

dcuble. h number you're looking at is not in the sano

context as the figuro for $30,000

If I could refer you to page 51, the cocond

paragraph, the last contanco roads:,

"Ccats for maintonanco, operation, safeguards,

cocurity, interest on investment, overhead, transporta-

tion, and other coats would be added to this estimato."

We had testimony enhmitted by the Applicant somo-

timo last week which broko down what their costs waro, and

showed that the actual construction costs woro on en order

of 25 to maybo 33 percent, one quarter to a third pcreont

of what the actual cost was for operating and maintaining

a facility.
,

And you would hcve to take all tht-se into

consideration. The number ws've used in the $30,000 figuro

and the $25,000 figure on the ccc:parison of alternatives

is talking cccxpleto construction of it, construction and

~

operation. It's tha bottom dollar.

O So you haven't revised theco figuros upward tg g
. d' CS

Q[Qg
,Q

MakB thiS 81ternat17e look 18E8 appeti in # V RS'

considered it at great length,sisdaithiah 5.imsyN'#
O alltholdgare$,2A I *Me I've test i as
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where thay ccmo frem.

h I haw.,n't changed any other reason behind the

figures.

O You t'iink that maintenanco, cporation, safoguards,

security, interect en inventant, overhead, transportation
f

and other coats wosid be abo 6t $15,000 per fuel n=ccably?

A Yes..

O Do you know how each Duko sponda for ccustruction

on an annual bas.Lo?

A No, I do not.

Q You don't know what porcentage, then, cost of oven

a $50 million independent spont fuel storage facility would

be of their annual construction costa?

A I don't knew what their annual construction cost
is.

:

Madolon fla
,

e

m. . n y . r. ~*,- 9

- :i

<; s_ ; , .h t z.c ,,' y '(- 'U*

''
. ,

_

*1:n f,'4 $i \ ': ' ),' k l f 5 T i s ' ?;' $ $ _* "
3

h*M . '' A O
'' '

g , y d , u, 3
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2a MADELON O Is it safe to say that your reasoning as you
flws wel
:6 mpbl began the Environmental Impact Appraisal study was that each

step of this procedure is licensad, and thorofore we don't

much have to worry abovic the whole procedure of transporta-

tion?.

Mk. MC GARRY: Objection.

'

MR. KETCHEN: Objection.

I don't think the form of the question -- I

think the form of the question is ambiguous.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I thought ho asked him whether

or not he said something.

MR. KETCHEN: It was "this proceduro, that

procedura". You know, I don't know whether he said that.

The regulatory procedure in this casa -

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Did you understand the question?

kJ.T:u;5S SPITALNY: I beliovo if you are referring

to as what was stated in our initial oral testimony that was

given on the first or second day of the proceeding, if that's

- what you're making reference to?

BY MR. BLUM:
.

Q Wdl, I'm trying to get at your state of mind as

you did the Environs: ental I=pect Appraisal, beginning that

process.

A (Witness Spitclny) My stata of mind -- 0465' h' -

h r-f'? W kuh
~' g "f h T4L " ;aknow what was my state of

mind. _t *;; - ]' E.*c

s I ., - ~

i )ga. ,ij ' ' u,
.

' ( , O. ^1' 402 i1
p
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mpb2 (Laughter.)

I would say I was probably stayina cobar, but....

(Laughter.)

What was going on in my -

, CHAIR'4AN MILLER: I guess the question is:

When you were working on the Environmental Impact
- Appraisal, what assumption did you mako, what was your mental

set, as such, if you can recall?

WITNESS SPITALNY: Okay.

Dc.;1cally I was given an application to roview,

and to do that you have to do an overall assenscont of the

entire package. And whatever the paramotors may load you to

you ovaluate.

My particular feeling behind it is looking at it

and breaking it down into increments of what does this

action raally involve. It involves -- I've gone through

this, this is all in the record -- but it involvos taking

cconoo fuel out of a pool which is licensed to maintain that

fuel, doing it in accordance with procodures which have-

already been approved or have been used to handle the fuci,
.

putting it into a cask which is certified to receivs the fual,

transporting it which is done in accordance with DCT and

NRC regulations, putting it into another pool which will bo

licensed to recalvo that fual and i,ce. . . m nstructe.d;p -ntoi raintain.
.. ,n v ,, . ,. ,

'
i

'

>

ign y . c : .y -

in a Safo *"nmOr the storage of ha *d
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mpb3 3asically I looked at the entire oparation like

'uoll, here is what the increments aro as far as what this

act ;a entails'. The question that had to be resolved is

does the trancportation of 300 of those actions have any

significant impact', and it was with that in mind that I was-

looking at the overall action to make that determination.

~

BY MR. SLUM:

O 5) you startad out *hin'eing that since every stop

is licensed, the entiro procedurc should have minimal impact?

A (Witness Spitalny) Well, I don't think I pro-

judged the results, which I think is what you're alluding me

to. We waited to see what the reaults were.

The results sh n4 for themsolves. We've como

up with numbers. The document stands on its otm; whatever

my thoughts may have been prior to coming out with the

document are superseded by what the docue.cnt actually says.

O I'm interested, though, in your answer to the

question I asked you, which is:

Your initial reaction, the place whera you s* m ed

was that sinco overy step is licensed, the entiro num of all
.

those steps should have m4nimal impact.

MR. KETCHEN: Askad and answered, Mr. Chairman.

We've been through this onco, twice, three times.

CHAIRMAN MII1HR: Well, I think that he has

' ' m t?answered no. 4.g. yd
... .m W; ~ ". .. : D

, h |b(y{ sb 'jq'w w
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mpb4 UITHESS SPITALNY: I think that would be a fool-

iah accumption to make bacauco you have to compare the

accuzulation of offects.

BY MR. BLUM:

Q Looking at your document, NRC 13, tho table of
,

comparison of alternatives, Mr. Glann, you'vo got a figure,

looking at the first one, tranashipment, under the public

column for both Applicant and Staff, that gives you .1 man-

rem total.

Haven't you eliminated the other traffic on the

road?

A (Witness Glenn) The EIA itaalf only speaks to

doso to the public along the route, and, yes, indeed, I went

back to that and throw this number out and we mado this

table up. And I, as an oversight, I failed to put in the

dose to the population traveling on the route, which smuld

double that number. It trould make that number .2.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Do you want to make that

correction now in the record?-

WITNESS mRNN: Yes, I think so.

CHAIPE N MILLER: All right. Go ahead and

describe it by paga number and than we'll have it in the

record.

r.. C*:,, n O $w )4*
,

.

,;a

ffhe,3ccondl"b|4.iMOn Staff E::hibit 1 p ? :n. . . 7
WI""iESS GLENN: 4

n ,:..p u,Qp
nsa .a. [, p, u, g.-

7
page, under Applicant, Public, t6dtotaFdo,se Q.s) Lis6d' as

.

' y 3 yd a a '
-

O f (-} ,3 /9/-
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mpb5 .1 man-ram; it should be .2 man-rom. And the dose per

assembly should be .0006 instead of .0003.

The same correction needs to be made under Staff,

the Public, and those same two numbers need to be changed.

. BY MR. BLUM:

0 You mean in Alternative 57

A (Witnans Glern) Still in Alternativo 1. This is

on Alternative 1.

Continuing on, under Alternative 3 - excuso me,

can I back up? I changed the Applicant's number and I can't

do that. I apologize for that. I just realized what I did.

CHAIRMAN MIIIER. The Applicant's number has been

supplied to you by the Applicant, so it appears right or wrong.

WITNESS GLENN: Right.

CHAIRMAN MITIERt So your change vill then be

the scand one?

WIT'IESS GLENN: Under Alternativo 1, Staff, the

Public, the 'unnar of exposure per assembly should be .0006.

The total man-22m should be .2.

Under Alternative 3, Staff, Public, the dose per
.

assembly, the; number should be changed to .0006, and the

total dose should be .14.

Under Alternativo 6, the third page, under Staff,

Public, the done per assembly should be .0006, and the expo-

suro or total exposuro should be .2. ,m,,

f \ i

a en .:a . ~

O '' ! /,8
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2B mpb 6 BY MR. BLUM:

0 While wa're 1 coking at that table, Mr. Glenn,

would you like to strike Alternative 3?

A (Witness Glcnn) No.

O It's no longer possible..

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. C h irman, I think the attorney

^

is testifying. I don't know whether that's true or not.

BY MR. BLUM:

O Alternativa 3 is no longer possible, isn't that

*a e?

A (Witness Glenn) I think I testified that cince

the application for that rrrack with stainless steel racks

has been approved that I felt -- it was my undersMMing that

that reracking had possibly alrsady begun, that it probably

precluded this alternative, although I think that is in the

record and I still think this shows what that altsrnative

would involve.

DR. IDEBKE: It does no ham, does it?

WITNESS GLENN: It does no harm.

CHAIRMAN MIILER: Does it help; does it contribute

to p ur analysis? I don't know, I'm just asking. I-don't

svan have it in front of me.

WITNESS SPITALNY: Should I rsopond?

CHAIRMAN MILLER:tYh G fh. gp}
n" Surely

[qf fy| jj7 i r' . %h
.

*b
D We haven',t gotten %@4:
: ,

M C * '_- JWITNESS SPITALNY: W W g/ g *.i
ggG d d % y y:

a ..._2- '3 4- .

4 0, b
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mpb7 point where we have reached the point of no return on this

h particular action that Duke is pursuing. I believe they

have sent divers down to cut out the first portion that

they are going to rarack, but they could tomorrow decide

t. hat they only want to put in the first third of these
.

stainless stool assemblics.

.

CHAIRMAN NTT TRE: Is that reasonsbly likely?

I'm just trying to get Phat you in your own

judgment would consider likely or not likely.

WITNESS SPITALNY: Well, my reason for qualifying

it, then, would be - obviously I guess we're not going to

get an i m ndiate decision on this particular action, but

if we were, if transshipment for so:ae reason was to become

precluded they may then be faced with what their other

alternatives are, and they may say ' Hey, let's not spend

the money and put in these stainless steel racks, let's

stop and buy poison'.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's a reasonabla explanation.

WITNESS SPITALNY: So I would say that it belongs

here. It's an explanation of where the figures coma from.

~

CHAIRMAN MTTTRR: I uhderstand that. Thank you.

BY MR. BLUM:

0 Do you think, Mr. Spitalny, that that's a viabic

alternative, the partial raracking w& q;-ith high_ density., racks, D :
b.h :r S

'r

stopping that procedure, apply 4ngifor faWpoiso)n' rack license; ,,,1 ('1:p .) ! g ;:c . - ' ,

~ :)

.
. ..

.4@
c o,

u up w a c. w ..u w. a aa aa
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mpb8 and then ec= plating the procedure with poison racks?

A (Ilitness spitalny) I would imagine that it's

viabic, as long as whatanar damago has been doao decon't

brcah the integrity of tha coismic qualifications of the

remaining racks, and there would havo to be an ovaluation
,

to determine that indeeu they cauld proceed that way.

I uouldn't say yes it can be done, but I would

imagine that yes it is a viablo altornativo.

O And that alternative might have gotten or could

pcosiisly .,et Luku anougia uirae ao that they wouldn't havo to

ship the -- What is your assumption here? - 248 assemblies

that you'vo postulated in footnote E of 13?

A I would probably say that yen they would not

havo to ship 248 anasmblies, but I would not say that that

would precludo traneshipr.ent without being able to look at

hou r.any new higher dcasity racha they're going to put in

and what the actual numbers are.

they may still have to ship 100; I just don't

know.

Q All right.

.

Icoking at the EIA at this time, do you have -

MR. KETCHEN: Could you refer me to a page?

MR. BLal: Yes. Page 30, Radiological Effects

on the Pitlic, 5.3.2.

@W
4bd

DY MR. BLE!:
'" if 7^, O@ ",RM;A3RP. !g.

i m3 p, in .f e,
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opb9 Q In that you -- in the traffic jam -- Hell,

first of all, who is responsible for this section of cho

EIA?

A (Uitness Glenn) I am.

O In the traffic jan -- and stop me if I've asked.

you this befors - what separation between vehiclos have you

used?

A I used thrco motors.

O Is that a reasonable assumption in a traffic jam

from your oxperienco?

A I don't think it's unroanonable. Tho vohicles
,

could be closer together, but my intention was to got as

many vehicles as possibloj you know, as close to tha --

Q Nov -

A Let's say it's as reasonable as six inches.

O Uoll, three notars is about ten feet.

A That's right.

O That's - anniming a traffic jam on I-85, you

can't get ten feet away if you're alongside that truck, can

you?
.

A You can.

O Do you kncv the width of a lane of I-85?

A Not to give you a nu=ber.

O And in traffic jams typically the fo!, lowing

S
vehicle is a couple of fact bnfMh(Ej ;nj W$4d[,W @M Rafbp pghtstogy.thag , M i g. d Y ,'sd B |

cjb0,g[g!IMAd)g"!!!b.U(d!}JU
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cpbl0 preceding vehiclo, isn't it?

A 30.

O Aro you relying on the signs to --

A No, no, I'm not.

I just don't stop two feet from a truck. I
,

don't know what that truch's going to do. I don't know if

ho's going to have to back-up, and therefore I try to keep

a distance bet:ecn myself and that truck.

I drive a Honda.

(Laughtar.)

And, by the way, it doos have a radioactiva sign

on it too.

CHPJPliAN NTT.T.ER: The Honda does?

(Laughter.)

MR. ROISMAN: It comes t! way from Japan.

(Laughter.)

WITNESS GLENN: Mark ona down for the Chairman.

The truck would have a radioactive sign on it.

BY MR. BLD1:

O So for instance, if you have a bus pulling up
.

right behind that truck, you're counting on the sign to

keep the driver from pulling up right behhd the truck's

stop-lights?
', [7Aj@.f'A,% Gi F p e n n p '

I'm nt$tVhtssur1ng/ e*possi;i. to thc;e. p
'

iA (Witness Glenn) . . v ; d , , 'p . a ty a g+;3 d iq on ...
\:y y :j u v, - :a

engina on the bus, I'm measuring exposure to the pcooli $.o":- "y"'
-

'
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mpbil the vehicle. And they're going to be further back than the

h front of the. . . .

Q Now I'm considoring the driver of the bus who

sits right behind his windows and over his engino, or --

unless the engina is in the back thero. And from my,

experience, at any rate, he would pull closer to --

MR. IGT N : Mr. Chairman --

MR. BLtH1: Let me finish the question.

BY MR. BLUM:

0 -- would pull closer to the truck, and you can

verify that from your own experience.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Objection sustained.

Do you think about another ten minutes or so?

MR. BLUM: Well, I'm working on it.

CHAIRMAN MTTTRR: Okay.

BY MR. BLUM:

Q All right.

Did you consider the - in this section of

analysis - the possibility of a serias of cars passing,

this truck which might, for example, be moving at 50 miles

an hour?

A (Witness Glenn) Excuse me. I've answered this

question before.
'

. . . > ./: / m

u {oihg'Ito.yahswer;an$ $p
t..

CHAIRMAN MILLER $r
9~

- M 4 - - - % dii) W a r|gja y Q Q
'

differeatly?
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mpbl2 W7.TNESS GLENil: No, I'm not.

CHAIRMAN M m.En: All right.

Then we'll consider it as having baan asked and

answered

MR. BLUM: All right..

2c flwa

.

D A 6Mi. , s w ,, .?,y /,G E/M. .e. ,r, c. r :i r
. . ~ o .

, . bh v1 ,/ d,"|, .,
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2C
!@B/wbl CHAIRMAN HILLER: You'd better hurry, Mr. Blum,

we're not going to have a quorum much longer, we're dotm to

two.

(Laughter)

BY HR. BLUM:

O All right. Your recollection of this would be

better than mino. Would you look at Section 6.3 -- czcuse mor

Table 6-3 is what I'm referring to, which is on page 38.

Have I asked you about that table?

A (Witness Glenn) Yes, you have.

O All right. I don't think I want to do it again,

then.

Looking at Tablo 7-1, page 46, does the ALARA

@
requirement mean that you move the oldest fuel first if

fuel continues to cool off, as this table indicatos it doos?

A I havo no knowledge or-- You know, I don't

profess to be an export in ALARA. Howevar, I would imagine

that Duka would move the fuel that was probably most available

that met the critaria for the shipment, and I wouldn't put

any other restrictions on them. I would say that if there

~

was a fuel assembly that was cooled 270 days and they can

move that fuol assembly without moving any other fuel assembly

in the pool to get to it, they would r.ove that one. If there

was a fuel assembly that was a year old, and tcoy would have

h to mako three or four in poolttransfdra CB yetvit7 thayn
rien w 2 y '' 1- , :,

d dddd[d 'w/ J 4 g,,,, ,I ;; 6;h4U2
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I

wb2 would probably not use that fuel assembly. That's my opinien.

O So you dca't fsel there's any requirement that

they icok around and find five-year-old fuel?

A The only requirement that I knee that would be

pieced on them is, the fuel would have to be cooled 270 days.

'

O Would finding a five-year-old fuel assembly,

would that not be the essembly that would givo the least
.

onposure to the public?

A Yes, it would. - E=cuce mo; I realize I'm being

kind of abrupt, and I do apologizo for that. I'm very, very

tired, and I just want to stato that I apologizo for me....

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yes, I think that's reasonable.

I think wo're all rather tired. We're been running twolve

hours or so a day.

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, ho ccman from the

Woat Coast and because of the timo, biological changen, he

docen't get ' vary much sloop at night anyway.

(Laughter) ,

..
--

CHAIRMAN MILLER: I think that's a correct observa-,

.

tion. The witness'is tirad, and I think wo had probably

better bring the exarainaulon to a close pretty soon. So

could you get right down to what few thingsyou want to cover

while we have the opportunity? Ne have reached the timo that

we had planned to racess until August.

& MR. BLUM: Mr. Chairman, I'm perfectly happy to
'

W -,e "-
. . , .

, . _ ,

''
. ,
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MPD/mpbl stop hare and reserve a shot at these folks, or Mr. Riley,
flwa
wb2 vhich I don't think wil* he very lengthy.

CHAIRMAN MILLER: Yos. We're not precluding you.

We wouldn't want to have rapquition, but we're not precluding

you from continuing relavant eynmination in August.

MR. BLUM: I think that's what we'd liAs to do.

CHAIRMAN MITJRR: I think, then, that ovaryone

is tired. I think we really abould bring this phase of our

evidentiary hearing to a conclusion.

We'll discuss with you now the resumption

August the 6th for a week.

Now are there any other matters that should be

discussed? I know several of you have raised the question

of documents that have been mentionod, or whether or not

there would be additional witnessen, rebuttal or othorwise,

that we're not presently familiar with.

Do you want to discuss that for a few minutos?

MR. MC GARRY: I'll take an eas r one first.

CHAIRMAN MTTJ2R: All right.
.

MR. MC GARRY: The testimony of Dr. Hamilton

was received in evidence. It wasn't bound into the record.

Somehow I guess on Saturday we lost sight of this. I would

roquast that that testimony be bound into the record of

today's transcript.

@
ehe d=u=ane fo1%ytPeq

pyym g .,"^ * *" " = "=
ge e . w .

ww._u u". ,.-a Lgya. .u
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UNITED STATES OF MIERICA
|h NCCLEAR REGULATCRY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
)

DUKE POWER CCMPANY )
) Docket No. 70-2623

(Amendment to Material License)
SNM-1773 for Cconee Nuclear )
Station Spent Fuel Trans- )
portation and Storage at )
McGuire Nuclear Station) )

TESTIMONY CF DR. LEONARD D. HAMILTON

My name is Lecnard D. Hamilton. My address is 6 Ch:.lds

Lane, Setauket, New York 11733.

I am, among other responsibilities, Head of the Bicmedical

and Environmental Assessment Division in the National Center for

Analysis of Energy Systems; the Division is jointly sponsored by

the Department of Energy and Environmen and Medical Department,

Brcokhaven National Laboratory, Associated Universities, Inc.

The Bicmedical and Environmental Assessment Division

aims at developing a realistic assessment of bicmedical and

envircamental ef fects of energy prcduction and use. All fcrms

of energy, including electric power generaticn Osing fcssil
.

fuels, hydro, nuclear, and new technclogies, are assessed.

I have been invcived in assessing the risks of radiaticn

for man for 30 years, specifically the health ef fects of

nuclear energy for electric pcwer generaticn for nearly 20

years, and the assessment of the ccmparative health effects

frem varicus energy sources for the pas 6 years. The

9
9\.



-2-h
Bicmedical and Environmental Assessment activity formally

began in July, 1973; for the past and present year, our level

of effort is 120 man-months annually.
~

I received my Bachelor of Arts in 1943 and qualified in

Medicine from Oxford University in 1945. I am a registered

medical practitioner in the United Kingdom and a licensed
physician in New York State. After several positions in

University hospitals, I proceeded to research at Cambridge

University on histological studies of the mechanism of the

action of therapeutic doses of ionizing radiation for which

I received my Ph.D. in experimental pathology in 1952. In

the meanwhile in 1951 I had received my Doctor of Medicine

h degree from Oxford; this is a =enior medical qualification in

the U.K., roughly equivalent to Diplomatt in Internal Medicine

in the U.S. I am also a Dipicmate of the American Board of

Pathology (Hematology).

Frem 1950-1964 I spent 14 years on the research staff of

the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research and en the

clinical staf f of Memorial Hospital in New Ycrk being Asscciate
Member and Head, Isotope Studies Section at the Institute and

. Assistant Attending Physician, Depar rent of Medicine at

Memcrial. During this time I was also a .emher of the faculty

o f Cornell University Medical College and a visiting Physician,
Cornell Divtsion, Bellevue Ecspital. Since then I have main-

tr ned a continuing asscciaticn with the Sican-Kettering In-

stitute as Associate Scientist.

ggg 727,y
. A fj ,, wex m ..- 3.
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At the Institute my laboratory research was en the

molecular structure of the genetic material (CNA) and the cells

in man concerned with the immune mechanism. I provided the

DNA on which the proof of the double-helical structure of DNA

is based, and was one of the first to establish the long life
of cells in immunity. My clinical work in the hospital in-

volved research on treatment of patients affected with cancer

and leukemia with new chemical agents and new applications of

radiation therapy.

In 1964 I joined the scientific staf f of Brookhaven

National Laboratory as Senior Scientist and Head, Division

of Microbiology, and Attending Physician, Hospital of the

Medical Research Center. Since 1973 I have been Head of the

Biomedical and Environmental Assessment Group which in 1976

became a Division of the National Center for Analysis of
Energy Systems.

At Brookhaven I continued my laboratory research begun
at Sloan-Kettering. In addition, since my visiting Fellcw-

ship at St. Catherine 's College, Oxford 1972-73, I have been

concerned with placing all risks in life in perspective; and,,

since becoming Head of the Biomedical and Environmental

Assessment activity in 1973, particularly with the assessment

of the hazards associated with alternatire energy scurces and
their use. Cur group has the lead responsibility to the Ce-

partment of Energy (CCE) for the assessment of health effects

frca energy systems and for coordinating such assessments
. ._ ._

c -

nationally.
. ,
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My interest in the risks of radiation for man began with

mv Ph.D. work in Cambridge in 1944 and, since DNA and the

immune system are prime targets of radiation damace, has con-

tinuec throughout my laboratory research. I have been asso-

ciated informally with the United Nations Scientific Committee

.
on Ef fects of Atcmic Radiation (UNSCEAR) almost since its in-
ception in 1957, served as Censultant, office of the Under-

Secretaries for Special Political Affairs, CNSCEAR, 1960-62,

and reviewed most of its working papers since then. I was a

member of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Bio-

logic 1 Effects of Atcmic Radiation, Subcommittee on Eema-

tologic Effects, 1958-64, the NRC-NAS Solar Energy Research

Institute Workshop, 1975, and the NRC-NAS Com=ittee on Environ-

mental Decision Making,, Steering Sabecmmittee on Envircamental

Monitoring, Panel on Effects Monitoring 1975-76, was a member

of the Mayor's Technical Advisory Cc=mittee on Radiation, New

York City, frem 1963 to its end in December 1977, and of its

successor, the Technical Advisory Ccamittee en Radiation Oc

the Ccemissioner of Health in the City of New York since then.

Since 1972 I have been Censultant to the Environmen: Directorate,

Crganication of Eccnomic Cc-operation and Cevelopment, since

1976 served as OCE (formerly ERDA) represenative in the U.S.

Celegation to the Envircament Ccmmittee, and U.S. delegate to

the Joint Enviren=ent-Energy Steering Group. I In currently

a member of three NRC-NAS groups concerned with the health

ef fects of energy: the Health Effects Resource Group, Risk /9 q
Iscact Panel of the Cctmittee en Nuclear and Alterr.acive~ \ . a-

s s is
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Energy Systems (CONAES); and the Committee on Research Needs

on the Health Effects of Fossil Fuel Combustion Produc'.s (HEFF),

and the Panel on Trace Element Gecchemistry of Coal Resource

Development Related to Health (PECH).

In the past year I was a member of United Nations En-.

vironmental Programm (UNEP) International Panel of Experts,
. reviewing the health and environmental damage from the fossil

fuel cycle and of a similar panel reviewing the nuclear fuel

cycle. I chaired a Workshop on the Costs of Damage frcm SOx

for the Organization for Economic Co-operative and Development

(CECD), and have been a member of an Advisory Group on the

Health Ef fects of Alternative Energy Sources for the Inter-

national Atcmic Energy Agency ( EAEA) . Since last year, I have

been one of the Consultants to EEW NIOSH, overseeing the

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Study.

I have been Professor of Medicine, Health Sciences Center,

State University of New York at Stony Brook, New York since

1968 and I am currently member of the American Association for

Cancer Research, American Scciety for Clinical Investigation

(emeritus), American Association of Patholcgists, Inc., and

the British Medical Asscciation.

Duke Pcwer Ccmpany has asked me to assess the varicus

health effects associated with their prcposed activity of

transporting spent fuel frem its Cconee Nuclear Station to its

McGuire Nuclear Station. I have fccused or the fcilcwing:

S
a i.

I
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a. Mcdification of existinc Ocenee spent fuel pcols.

The total doses calculated by Mr. Lionel Lewis (See

Testimony of Lionel Lewis) for modification of existing racks

(reracking), installation of poison racks, Units 1, 2 and 3,
.

and trausportation and storage at McGuire, based on the ship-

ment of 400 spent fuel assembiles, are 84, 107, and 56 person-

rem respectively. Using the cancer risk estimates for the

general populatien for exposures to icw dose, icw-LET radia-

tien, single exposure, both sexes ccabined, absolute risk

nodel from the Report of the Committee on the Siclogical

Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR-III), the incidence of
-2

cancer for the reracking option would be (2.2-3.4) 10 with
-2

mortality (0.6-1.1) 10 , and for the poison rack option
-2 -2

( 2. 8-4. 2) 10 with mortality (0.6-1.4) 10 The incidence.

of cancer for transportation and storage at McGuire would be
-2 -2

(1.5-2.3) 10 and mortality (0.3-0.7) 10 .

Using the genetic ef fects information given in the 1972

Report of the Ccm=ittee en Biological Effects of Icni:ing

Radiation, (SEIR I) , from which the recently published update

of the SEIR Cc=mittee, 3EIR III dces not differ significantly,.

the genetic effects for the three options were estimated. Re-

-

racking wculd give rise to 0.0006-0.009 genetic effects first-

generation, and 0.003-0.08 total genetic effects at ecullibriam.

Poisen racks would give rise to 0.0007-0.309 genetic effects

first generation, and 0.004-0.09 total genetic ef fects at

i
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equilibrium. Transportation and storage at McGuire would

give rise to 0.0003-0.007 genetic effects first-generation,

and 0.002-0.05 total genetic effects at equilibrium.

b. Construction of separate storace facility at Cconee.

The total doses calculated for 7.FR on Oconee site and
- for transpectation and storage at McGuire are 48 and 56 person-

ren respectively. Using the cancer risk estimates as above (a),
-2

the occurrence of cancer frcm AFR on site would be (1.3-1.9) 10
-2

with mortality (0.4-0.6) 10 The cccurrr.:e of cancer from.

-2
transportation and storage at McGuire woul- e (1.5-2.3) 10

-2
and mortality (0.3-0.7) 10 Using the genetic risk estimates.

as above (a), the AFR on site would give rise to 0.0003-0.006

genetic effects first generation and 0.002-0.04 total genetic
effects at equilibrium. Transportation and storage at McGuire

would give rise to 0.0003-0.007 genetic effects first genera-

tion, and 0.002-0.05 total genetic effects at equilibrium.

c. Construction of separate s crace facility away from

Ccenee but not at McGuire.

The total Ocses calculated for AFR off Ccenee site and.

for transportation and shipment at McGuire are 72 and 56 persen-
rem, respectively.

Using the cancer risk estimates as above (a), the inci-

dence o f cancer for AFR of f-sita would be (1.9-2.3) 10 with
-2

mortality (0.5-0.9) 10 The incidence of cancer for trans-.

9
s65..
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-2
portation and storage at McGuire would be (1. 5-2. 3 ) 10

-2
with mcrtality (0.3-0.7) 10 Using the genetic risk estimates.

as above (a), the AFP off-site would give rise to 0.0005-0.009

genetic effects first-generation, and C.003-0.07 total genetic

effects at equilibrium. Transportation and storage at McGuire

would give rise to 0.0003-0.007 genetic effects first-genera-
.

tion, and 0.002-0.05 total genetic effects at equilibrium.

d. Radiation dose to persons livinc in the vicinity of

the transportation routes,

The annual population dose that would be received by

approximately 42,000 persons who live within 0.5 miles of the

route over ubich 400 spent fuel assemblies will be transported

would be 0.14 person-rem. The corresponding annual populittion

doses that would be received by the same 42,000 persons from

background radiatien would be 5880 person-rem: i.e., 42 thousand

times greater.

Using the cancer risks estimates as above (a), the occur-

rence of cancer from routine releases in persons living along

transportation routes, i.e., the 42,000 persons who live withi."
_

-2.

0.5 miles of the route, would be (3.7-5.6) 10 , with mortality
-5

( 1-1. 7 ) 10 The corresponding annual incidence of cancer.

frca natural background radiatien would be 1.58-2.35 wi*,h
-1

mcrtality (4.12-7.29) 10 .

For perspective, the annual death rate from all causes

in South Carolina is 3734 pe r 100,000 persons and in North

\J
.
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Carolina 8803 per 100,000 persons, The annual mortality frem

cancer in South Carolina is 1239 per 100,000 persons, and in

North Carolina 1286 per 100,000 persons. One thus expects

roughly 370 of the 42,000 to die each year frem all causes,

and,52 deaths frem cancer per year.

Using the genetic effects risk estimates as above (a),

the genetic effects frem reutine releases in persens living
5 -5-

along transportation routes would be 1 x 10 -1.7 x 10
-6 -4

genetic effects fu '*. generation, and 5 x 10 -1.3 x 10

total genetic effects at equilibrium. The corresponding

genetic ef fects frcm natural background radiaticn wculd be

6.0412-0.706 genetic effects first generaticn, and 0.212-5.47

total genetic effects at equilibrium.

The current incidence (resulting frcm causes other than

the added radiation) of human genetic ef fects is ~107,000 per
million liveborn.

e Radiaticn dose to persons traveline over the trans-

portaticn routes concurrently with spent fuel shipment.

The dose that wculd be received by people traveling over,

the transportation routes concurrently with spent fuel on the

conreriative assumptien that such a person would be folicwing
the truck for 10 hours for 400 shipments at a distance Of

100 feet frem the truck for approximately 300 miles is 0.16

rem per persen, or for 4 hcurs for 400 shipments at a distance

of 100 feet from the truck for -pproximately 170 miles is 0.064

A pJ L }'77rem cer eersen.- *
t
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Using the cancer risk estimates as above (a) , the risk

of the occurrence of cancer in a person who had followed the

truck for 10 hours for 400 shipments at a distance of 100 feet
-5

frcm the truck for approxim"tely 300 miles would be (4.29-6.38) 10
-5

with air .iity (1.12-1.98) 10 and for 170 miles would be,

-5 -6
(1.71-2.55) 10 with mortality ( 4. 5-7. 9) 10 .

Using the genetic risk estimates as above (a), the genetic

effect; in persens who had followed the truck for 10 hours for
-6

400 s!-ipments for approximately 300 mi.- would be 1.12 x 10
-4 -6

-1.92 x 10 genetic effects first generation, and 5.76 x 10
-4

-1.49 x 10 total genetic effects at equilibrium. For persons

'ho had followui the shipments for 4 hours for approximately 170
-7 -6

miles, the corresponding figures would be 4.48 x 10 -7.68 x 10
-6 -5

genetic effects first generation, and 2.3 x 10 -5.95 x 10

total genetic effects at equilibrium.

f. Radiation dose to perstns in the vicinity of an accident

er exposed to a delay in transit.

On the assumptions used in the U.S. NRC Invironmental Im-

*

pact Appraisal related to Spent Fuel Storage, Cecember 1973 ( p . 31) ,

the population dose for a traf fic j am would be less than 0.2

man-rem and the maximun dose to an individual would be 15 mrem

(note Mr. Lionel Lewis in his testimony is more conservative

and uses a 10-hour rather than a 3-hour traffic jam with a

maximum dose to an indi/idual due to delay of 30 mrem) and using

the cancer risk estimates as above (a), the total risk of cancer

402 168
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-5
from such a delay wculd be less than (5.36-7.97) 10 with

-5
mortality (1.4-2.47) 10 The risk of an individual develep-.

-6
ing cancer as a result of such a delay would be (4.02-5.98) 10

-6
with mortality (1. 0-1. 8) 10 .

Using the genetic ef fects risk estimate as above (a),
-6

the genetic effects of delay would be less than 1.4 x 10 -

-5 -6
2.4 x 10 genetic effects first generation, and 7 x 10 -

-4
1.9 x 10 total genetic effects at equilibrium.

Frcm the risk analysis made by Dr. 3. John Garrick of the

transport of spent fuel (See Testimony of Dr. B. John Garrick),

from 400 shipments of spent fuel assemblies, using the cancer

risk estimates as above (a) the total risk of cancer from all
-4

accidents in such shipments would be ( 7. 2-10. 8 ) 10 with

$ -4
mortality (1.9-3.4) 10 Using the genetic effects risk es-.

timates as above (a), the genetic effects of all accidents in
-5 -4

such shipments would be 1.9 x 10 -3.3 x 10 genetic effects
-5 -3

first generation, and 9.6 x 10 - 2.5 x 10 total genetic

effects at equilibrium.

Conclusion
.

The total sematic (risk of cancer) and genetic effects

,
frcm propinquity, delay, a.., A pecidents in the transport of 400

spent fuel assemblies ar tremelf small and the total ha:ard

to health is thus cc ly extremely small.,m

g. Residual health risks t- yorke s eve., if NRC regulati:ns

are comolied with.

s 7 kJ40a
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The occupational dose to workers involved in the trans-

portaticn and storage at McGuire option is 56 person-rem. The

corresponding occupational doses to workers for modification

- of existing racks (reracking) is 84 person-rem, for installa-

tion of poison racks, Units 1, 2, and 3, 107 person-rem, for

- AFR on-site 48 person-rem, and for AFR off-site, 72 person-rem.

Using the cancer risks estimates as above (a), the in-

cidence of cancer for transportation and storage at McGuire
-2 -2

would be (1.5-2.3) 10 and mortality ( 0. 3-0. 7) 10 the in-,

-2
cidence of cancer for the reracking option would be (2.2-3.4) 10

-2
with mortality (0.6-1.1) 10 the incidence of cancer for the,

-2
poison rack option would be (2.3-4.2) 10 with mortality

-2
(0.6-1.4) 10 the incidence of cancer for the AFR on-site,

-2 -2
option would be ( 1. 3-1. 9 ) 10 with mortality (0.4-0.6) 10 ,

-2
the incidence of cancer for the AFR of f-site option ( 1. 2-1. 8) 10

-2
with mortality (0.3-0.6) 10 .

Using the genetic effects risk information as above (a),

transportation and storage at McGuire would give rise to
-4 -3

3 x 10 - 7 x 10 genetic effects, first generaticn, and
-3 -2.

2 x 10 - 5 x 10 total genetic effects at equ librium. The
-4

corresponding genetic effects from reracking wculd be 6 x 10
-3 -3 -2

- 9 x 10 first generation, and 3 x 10 3 x 10 total-

genetic effects at equilibrium. The correspending genetic
-4 -3

effects frca poison racks would be 7 x 10 x 9 x 10 genetic
-3 -2

effects first generation, and 4 x 10 -9x 10 ctal gene:i:

@
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effects at equilibrium. From AFR cn-site, there would be
-4 -3

3 x 10 - 6 x 10 genetic effects, first generation, and
-3 -2

2 x 10 - 4 x 10 total genetic e f fects at equilibrium.
-4 -3

Frem AFR off-site there would be 5 x 10 - 9 x 10 genetic
-3 -2

ef fects first generation with 3 x 10 - 7 x 10 total genetic

- effects at equilibrium.

Overall Conclusion

The overall health effects, i.2., the total expected risks

of cancer and of genetic effects in the general population and

in workers, occupationally exposed, from any of the options -

reracking, poison racks, AFR on-site, .'_FR o f f-si te , and trans--

portation and storage at McGuire - are very small, both in

terms of total risk and of risk to any individual.

The transportation option involves a risk of less than

one hundred thousandths of a percent increase in the mortality

rate of the exposed population. Among workers the risk cal-

culated from the maximum radiation exposure would be one-tenth

of one percent probability of develeping cancer.

.
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mpb 2 MR. MC GARRY: The other observation, I believo

the transcript reficcts that with raspect to Mr. Rotow's

survey, there was an Applicant's Exhibit 16 running from

16-A through 16-0, when indeed it went from 16-A tha.ough

. 16-P. And I'd liko the raccrd to reflect that.

CHAIRMAN IMT1JER: All right, the rocord will

- reflect that. I do recall lE-P, and if it's in arror

we'll have it corrected.

MR. MC GARRY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of

casy ones about the record too.

Yesterday I cited to you a caso, Diablo Canyon.

I cited the wrong AIAB. It should have been AIAB-334

instead of AIAB-410, just fer the rccord.

The second thing is on yesterday's transcript

Dr. Parsont was asked some quantions, I think questions by

the Board, and -- through no fault of the Reporter -- but

his answers did not get recorded. He has informed no he

has examined the transcript;and at the appropriate time we-

would like to make the proffer of what his answers would

be to the questions that were asked.

The questions wara asked but the answer that he

mado was not recorded.

CHAIRMAN HILLER: He made the answer but it was

not recorded?

ho3 \$u
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mpb3 MR. ETCHEM: It was nat recorded.

CHAIN''JJi MILLER: All right.

'!a'll give yon 1cava. Pleccc circulato tho

proffer:d answer which wac not recorded to Other counsc1 so

that we can hava cgrsc=cnt on it: accuracy or have a chanco*

to make objections to it.

.

MR. ETCE: We can do it now, if therc's ti=c,

if it's an appropriato timo, or I can do it in writing lator.

CHAIPJWI MILL 22: I'd suggest doing it in writing.

It would be a little cacier for everybody to icok ch it.

But you uill be given leavc to do so, Mr. Actchen.

MR. F.2TCH2M: Thank you, sir.

CHAIR'WI MIT.T.RR: Anyone elce new that wishes to

be heard?

IG. ROISMAN: Mr. Chai: -an , one casy cne, maybe

two M.rd ones.

On tho easy onc, could I ask that the Staff

provide copics to :sysolf and the partics, including the

.

Board, of the tro letters that Mr. Roberts made reference

to dealing with the status of the Stone and Webster independent

spent fuel stcrage design?

MR. Nd: Yes.
-- etff;c.n,e,pmn.mri0p h , ,u, v n a -

~ 6 b;tche4 milliMf5! cara;idi {
v.-

APCEAIMDl? MILLS.

(.. (d|w t; tA: ', U y ;(1 0 s:q t;,,

<- 8%y a a a v.-- . . ',
that.

9
What cra your hard ones now?

o'i ') ) kib
.
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mpb4 E. ROISMAN: Well, I don't know that they're

hard ones.

I would like to suggast a procodura to avoid

any hard ones, and that is that the parties be directed

.

within two weeks from t day to maka a proffer of any

additional testimony that they intend to introduco into
.

c*k af August.evidence at the proceeding coming up on the

By that I do not mean minor corrections to

somo witness; but we have had at this tino some ortensive

direct a m ination of witnessoa that was done orally. That

doesn't seem to be necessary any longer.

We've had the Staff indicato that they might

wish to make a proffer of evidence dealing with certain

areas they don't feel they've adequately investigated. I

would just liko to have some doad. lines and some proceduros

set up for that boing profferod, for parties being permitted

to express their judgments as to whether that's appropriate

or not.
.

I'd just suggest two weeks because that seems

like a reasonah7 e tima. But I would be amenable to a differ-

ent time if acmebody wanted a different one.

@ O CTr .

MR. MC GARRY: I'dYauggest; G [Mr., Roisap_,
f _f ( a . , . r; :., ? ' ,, . . , :: . .,,-

:* *<
,

,s

' " ' '

g
becausenextweekisthe4thof.Eulyg"j.,p.U ~ k. .agi e 11 , e

CHAIRMAN MTTTRR: Yes, three would b theit.Lu ig
I would ask that all parties and counsol submit

A h' ') hY0
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mpb5 in writing any direct testimony that they wish to produco

at the oncoming hearing, and that, as I've indicated before,
,

:
,

wa would profer - Well, we would direct that it,bo in ques-
'

tion and answar form for caso of handling by witnesses and
i

'
objections and the like..

Dcos anycna have any objection to the suggsstica
,

'

of three weck'a ti::07

MR. MC GARRY: No objection.

MR. EETCHEN: Ncald that be by tho day of the

27th of July?

MR. ROISMAU: Today in tho 29th.

MR. KETCHEU: That would be the 20th of July.

CHAIRMAN MTT72R: All right.

Let's ask, thon, that on or before July 20th that

auch direct testimony or oxhibits, if it be in exhibit form,

'be offr, red.

We would request also that when wo givo daton,

wa mean, as far as the Eoard iu concernod, therf should be

- in the Socrd's hands by that dato. We don't want to gamblo

on the I: ail.

So if you valt until the last minuto, hand-doliver

it, or if you're going to allow ti=a and you gamble on the

mail, fine.

MR. ROISMAl*: Mr. Chairuan, when you included

S c:chibits, I accca you'ro not including the cort of routino
:"qU

q % f a ( O . " 1) h,,,yfs' !* ' 5II N
'

h9 ! b b u M D 2- k h '
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upb5 kind of c=hibits, you hava a document, you ask the witness

to talk about it; you're tniking about tastiuony in the form

of exhibits?

CHAIRMAN MILLER: That's right, studica, analyses,

where in fairness to everyono the.y should be subject to a-

little bit of study, especially if it's going to take come

'

cxport to study it. In fairness to all, that's really what

we're trying to do.

!!R. ROISMAN: Would you also consider establishing

a deadline for parties to raise at least preliminnry objoctions

to the introduction of that evidence on grounds that do not

go to things like qualifications of the witness, but go to

oither questions like fundanental relevance, opportunity,

should have boon done beforo if it was going to be done, and

those sort of basic things that wo would spend a lot of

legal argument on, that we could at least get papers in on

it in advance?

CHAIRMAN MITJRR: Well, the Board would have no

'

objection if counsel are agreeable. I think it would be

helpful to all of you.
.

MR. MC GARR'l: No objection.

CHAIRMAN MTT.7?R: All right.

Then we would request all counsel to stats also

in writing such objections as they have for other than

9
pralin3 nary or foundation proof or some of the obvious _, types

A h- 3,_
) , _b . ---

.. s
,

.. .

I
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=pb7 of things. Those that would require sema study and effort

in ordor to have a reasoned rospensa.

MR. ROIE!iidi: And what uould that be, like a weck?

CHPCRMAN MIILER: Yoc, the W2ck aftcr receipt of

it, let's cay. You ccn vary that yourzolves, then, by the,

Promptituda with which thiy're filed or the sposd with which

,

thsy're delivered. So the week after roccipt, pleuco.*

Any other suggestions on procedure that would

assist the parties and tho Board?

MR. ROISMAN: Just one other, end thst la that

the Bonrd simply advise all of us of a data by which you

.; would like us to indicato if any of us have any objection
'

to the hsaring boing hold in Washington, and that would then.-

avail any party the opportunity to tell you if they had

that objection and givo Mr. Rilsy an opportunity to sco if

anybody siskos a proffer and whether ho wants to accept that

proffor.

And the rest of us could also -
.

CHAIRMAN M M J'R; Us11, the Board would have no-

objection to holding the hearing in Washington; It would
.

have to bc by agrec= cut and consent of all counsel and

parties.
.

MR. ROISMAN: I just thought to set a date by

v51ch everyi:ody knows tbsy've got te let you know or elso

beboundbyyourissuinganorderthatsetstheheQin}s k

- ,
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mpb8 horo.

CRAIRMAN MILLER: I don't know whethor that htuld

be meaningful or not.

.
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2D M E N
I think ve'ro going to go ahead and set thempbl

hearing here. I think we have to give cur notices. The

Scard has to cenpile its own ju-isdictional requircnants.

Now this isn't to say that on fairly short

notice we could amand and we could ar ange for a Washington,

hoaring, becausa we could hold it in our own courtrcom. So

time won't prejudico the Board, but I don't thirJe that we-

want to put a time linit upon the parties because we, the

Board, do have to go ahead and take care of its own __,cicos.

MR. ROIS M : All right.

MR. hn;at.N: Eir, with respect to the start of

the hearing that day of the 6th, could you give us a liberal

starting period, maybe nine or nine-thirty on the first day?

CHAIRMAN MIT.TRTI: All right.

What,would you prefer.

MR. KETCHEN: I'd prefer nine-thirty.

CHAIEMAN MTITRTI: We'll make it nine-thirty', then,
on the 6th.

. It might be helpful - and you gentlemen and
.

ladies hava all done this, your professional courtesy is
.

appreciated by the Board. You've handled yourselves very

wall, and we appreciats it on the part of all counsel and
partian.

It might bo holpful also, since you're trying

a case and it's strenuous enough for all, to archango

k2i?$)!?M. ,dr(,
.?,@M,D q(W

B-pO Vj ij i h.-jpg!g
.
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mpb2 information in advance. If you're going to have a witness,

give a witness list and a 2hort summary if it's before

ycu're prepar'.ng direct.

In other words, extend to each other the

courtesies that would be helpful to you professionally and

that you would liker the Golden Rule. It helps in trial

-

cSGOs.

Thank you very much. We do appreciato the

courtosias that you have all shown the Board. We'll look

forward to sooing you, then, somewhere August 6th.

(Wheraupon, at 1.2:50 p.m. , the hearing in the

above-entitled matter sas adjourned, to reconvene

on 6 August 1979, at 9:30 a.m.)
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